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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Biofilm- A choice between the planktonic or biofilm style of life 
 
The social activities and organization of microorganisms are keys to their ecological 
success in natural environments. In nature microorganisms adapt different survival 
strategies to thrive under different environmental conditions. They can survive either as 
solitary uni-cellular life form called „planktonic life style or free swimming life style‟ or 
they can opt for conglomeration of different genus and/or species to form a colonized 
multi-cellular form called „biofilms‟. In the planktonic life style or free swimming life style 
cells can translocate (swim or swarm) from one location to the other in order to reach 
the most suitable conditions (food, light etc.) for survival. On the other hand microbial 
association in biofilms is an efficient means of surviving in a favorable 
microenvironment rather than being swept away by natural disturbances. In general, 
biofilm formation is one of the most common life styles found in all three domains of 
life.  
Biofilms are cellular clusters, containing single or/and multiple species and are 
embedded in a wide range of self-produced extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) 
(43, 108). The produced EPS, also known as the matrix of biofilms, is an important 
characteristic feature in the biofilm life style and is necessary for the close contact 
between the cells and between the cells and biotic or abiotic surfaces. An additional 
feature of the EPS is that it maintains the close connection of cells and therefore 
ensures improved interaction and communication with each other. Furthermore, in such 
cellular communities the ability of protection against environmental changes or harsh 
conditions is highly improved (169, 288). Occasionally, biofilm influences the course of 
human life in significant manner. The most common biofilm life style known in the 
human body is dental plaque (104). Additionally, biofilms can occur in other medical 
conditions (catheters, implants), (12, 106, 120, 297) industry (pipe line, tanks) (68) and 
of course in environmental habitats (e.g. river, ocean, soil). The formation of biofilm is a 
reversible dynamic process and highly abundant on earth. However, under natural 
conditions this life style of microorganisms has both beneficial as well as detrimental 
effects in nature. Understanding why, when and how biofilms are formed and how they 
influence nature as well as human lives, might provide new insights, which possibly 
lead to high scientific as well as public benefits.  
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1.2 Development of the biofilm  
 
One of the most controversial topics during the early phases of biofilm research was 
how to determine whether a microbial community is forming a biofilm or not. The most 
commonly used definition was formulated by Costerton et al. (63) and supported by 
other groups independently (158, 186, 199, 203). They described biofilm as community 
of microorganisms, embedded into a matrix in which the cells tightly connect to each 
other and to a surface or interface. In short, biofilm can be considered as “living 
material” (“bio”) which forms a layer (“film”). However, this layer of “living material” can 
be composed of a number of different species (e.g. 300-700 for dental plaque (1)). The 
number of known surfaces colonized by biofilm is uncountable, but can be simply 
categorized into two classes, biotic surfaces that include plants, animals or other 
microbes and abiotic surfaces that include minerals, metals, glass, PVC, catheter or 
the air-water interface. So far in all domains of life biofilm formation has been observed 
and follows a general process of development. For eukarya several studies about 
fungal biofilm have been performed (57, 165), whereas very limited information is 
available about archaeal biofilm (20, 243). However, bacterial biofilms, especially those 
of pathogens like Pseudomonas aeruginosa (86, 92, 166, 173, 293) or Escherichia coli 
(29, 94, 125, 175, 216), are the most explored amongst all three domains of life.  
The current model of biofilm formation divides its development into five distinct steps 
(Figure 1-1) (63, 186, 199). The initial surface attachment is the first step in which 
extracellular components of planktonic cells converge to a surface (40, 176, 182, 216).  
The cells attach weakly to the surface and are at this point still motile. As cells at this 
stage can still detach it is termed transient attachment. Subsequently, the attachment 
of a subpopulation becomes irreversible and is then referred to as permanent 
attachment (110, 130, 286, 291). The following steps of the development follow a strict 
scheme. Microcolonies accumulate during the first maturation phase and the 
production of EPS is observed (187). The next step referred to as the Maturation 2 
represents the phenotype of a fully developed biofilm (29, 166). In this stage the biofilm 
attains the maximum thickness and typical shape and/or morphology. Following the 
maturation cells stay in the biofilm life style until a subtle change in the environmental 
conditions such as depletion of nutrients is sensed, which triggers the release of the 
cells called dispersal, the final step of the development. Throughout the dispersal stage 
cells produce hydrolyzing enzymes that decompose the extracellular matrix (38, 41, 
294), eventually become motile and escape the old biofilm (126, 239, 307). Free cells 
are then preparing themselves for a next round of fresh colonization to form biofilm. 
The entire process of biofilm formation is heavily regulated at different developmental 
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stages; however, the mechanisms are still largely unknown. Furthermore, many of the 
characteristics of the different steps exhibit a high variety depending on the presence of 
different species and conditions under which the biofilm is formed.  
 
 
 
Figure 1-1: The five stages of biofilm development: The current model of the development of 
biofilm formation includes five distinct steps and is based mainly on results obtained with 
P. aeruginosa. (1) Initial surface attachment: Motile cells (green) get attached to a surface via 
surface structures. This step is reversible (indicated by the red arrow) and cells can still leave 
the surface. (2) Irreversible surface attachment: The cells get attached strongly to the surface, 
the motility gets lost (blue cells) and EPS is synthesized. (3) Maturation 1: The cells start to form 
microcolonies and produce special proteins needed for the biofilm life style. Cells which are 
deeply embedded in the cluster have lower access to nutrients leading to a reduction of the 
metabolic flux (red cells). (4) Maturation 2: The growth and the final morphology of the colonies 
are achieved. The protein expression pattern changes and cells start secreting matrix 
degradation proteins. In the cluster some cells become motile. (5) Dispersal: As a result of 
environmental changes, the cells synthesize more degradation proteins. More motile cells 
appear in the cluster. The degradation proteins break the matrix and the motile cells are 
released into the medium. The cells are now again in planktonic life style and ready to start new 
micro colony formation. 
 
In archaea most of the biofilm related research that has been performed is related to 
initial surface attachment. Only one study discovered some components of the matrix 
and the reaction to stress of the euryarchaeote Archaeoglobus fulgidus (152) and the 
other revealed ten proteins which were differently regulated in Ferroplasma 
acidarmanus biofilm in comparison to planktonic cells (20), however, this studies have 
provided only basic insights on archaeal surface attachment and biofilm (in comparison 
to these what is known in bacteria). Consequently, less information is available for the 
development of wildtype (Chapter 3.2, (146)) or mutant biofilms (Chapter 3.1 (327); 
3.4), the composition of EPS (Chapter 3.2, (146)) and transcriptomic or proteomic 
analyses (Chapter 3.3). Indeed, information of later stages of biofilm maturation in 
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archaea is only available for Sulfolobales, and will be described and presented in this 
work. These further detailed analyses might provide a detailed view of the way archaea 
cope with a variety of different environmental conditions. 
 
1.3 The Domain of archaea 
 
All life forms are divided into three domains of life (eukarya, bacteria and archaea; 
Figure 1-2). The most recently identified one is called „archaea‟ which was introduced 
by Woese and co-workers in 1990 (311-312). Archaea are often termed as 
extremophiles as they were initially cultivated only from different extreme 
environments.  
 
Figure 1-2: Phylogenic tree of life. Three domains, bacteria, eukarya and archaea are 
depicted. For each domain is exemplarily shown some families or kingdoms.  
 
However, recent studies have confirmed their occurrence in almost every ecological 
niche known (53, 71, 139). In 1972, the first hyperthermophilic archaeon, Sulfolobus 
acidocaldarius was isolated from Yellow Stone National Park by Thomas Brock et.al. 
and was considered as a bacterium at the beginning (47). The idea of the third domain 
of life, e.g., archaea appeared after the pioneering work of Carl Woese in 1990. 
Immediately after the settlement of Woese‟s work, S. acidocaldarius and many other 
isolates were classified into the archaeal domain of life. Archaea in general can easily 
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be separated from bacteria by comparing 16S rRNA gene sequences and also 
considering the absence of the bacterial murein layer (134). Additionally, the lipids of 
the archaeal membrane are composed of polyisoprenyl groups ether-linked to a polar 
head group of a glycerol backbone whereas those in either bacteria or eukarya are 
ester-linked (45, 69). Interestingly, many characteristic molecules in archaea show 
similarities to eukaryotic homologs, e.g., the DNA-depending RNA polymerase of 
S. acidocaldarius, Halobacterium halobium or Thermoplasma acidophilum is more 
similar to these of eukarya (326). In general the transcription as well as the translation 
machinery is more similar to the eukaryotic system whereas the metabolism is more 
related to the bacterial one. Initially, the archaeal domain was divided into two main 
kingdoms namely the euryarchaeota and crenarchaeota (312). However, with the 
advancement of archaeal research, new strains have been isolated and compared with 
already existing isolates. Recently based on the available SSu rRNA gene sequences 
three additional kingdoms were introduced: korarchaea, nanoarchaea and 
thaumarchaea (46, 76, 121). In the last two decades most of the archaeal research 
was dedicated to organisms belonging to either of the kingdoms crenarcheaota or 
euryarchaeota. Consequently, most of the available information is restricted to these 
two kingdoms. Members of the kingdom euryarchaea mostly constitute methanogens, 
halophiles and hyperthermophiles (82, 242). In contrast, most of the 
hyperthermoacidophilic archaea belong to the kingdom crenarchaea (47, 326), e.g., 
Acidilobus aceticus (218), Caldisphaera lagunensis (124) or Sulfolobus islandicus 
(325).  
 
1.3.1 The genus Sulfolobus 
 
Thermoacidophilic crenarchaea Sulfolobus spp. are commonly isolated from extreme 
habitats (60°C-90°C and pH 2-4) such as solfataric fields, hot water or mud pools. 
Members of the Sulfolobales are found to be spread over the whole world. 
S. acidocaldarius was the first discovered member of the Sulfolobales and isolated 
from a hot spring in Yellowstone National Park (USA) (47). Two other isolated species 
are Sulfolobus solfataricus P2, first found in Pozzuoli (Italy) (326) and Sulfolobus 
tokodaii, isolated in Japan (269). These closely related strains are the basis for the in 
this work described research on biofilm formation (Figure 1-3). Noteworthy, 
S. solfataricus PBL2025 is derived from S. solfataricus 98/2, an original Yellowstone 
National park isolate, and lacks ~50 genes (SSO3004-SSO3050) in the genome. One 
of the missing genes is the β-glycosidase (lacS) (SSO3019) which has proven to be 
useful as a selectable marker for genetic manipulations in Sulfolobales (5, 240, 299). A 
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closely related strain to S. solfataricus is S. islandicus which was isolated from the 
Reykjanes sulfataric field in Iceland (325) and many other places all around the world 
(308).  
 
Figure 1-3: Phylogenetic tree of related species based on multiple-genome alignment: 
Metalloshaera sedula is used as an out-group. The, for this work important, Sulfolobus strains 
are highlighted in blue. On the right side the SEM pictures of biofilm cells of (i) S. solfataricus (7 
days old), (ii) S. acidocaldarius (6 days old) and (iii) S. tokodaii (7 days old). Bars are 1 µm in 
length. 
 
However, the three Sulfolobus strains have properties and aspects in common along 
with features specific to each of these species. Commonalities are such as the typical 
cell shape (lobed and irregular coccoid-shaped, see above Figure 1-3), cell size (0.8 - 2 
µm) and growth conditions (aerobically at 75°-80°C and an optimal pH of 2.5). 
Until now several Sulfolobus spp. have been sequenced and the genomes are 
publically available. Moreover, genetic tools (e.g. deletion, expression vectors) are 
available for S. solfataricus, S. islandicus and S. acidocaldarius (157). Data about the 
genomic sequences of the three Sulfolobus strains used in this study are summarized 
in Table 1-1 (59, 140, 247). The genome size of the three strains differs and 
S. solfataricus exhibits the highest number of open reading frames (ORFs). Indeed, 
S. solfataricus exhibits the broadest metabolic spectrum and can take up and utilize for 
instance a variety of carbon sources, in contrast to the other Sulfolobales ssp. (103). 
Although the basic house-keeping genes that encode proteins involved in the 
nonphosphorylated Entner–Doudoroff pathway exist in S. acidocaldarius as well as 
S. tokodaii (250), several sugar uptake systems are missing in these two species and 
are present in S. solfataricus (7, 75). Several carbon sources can be utilized by all 
three species, for instance xylose, dextrin, sucrose and maltose. 
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Table 1-1: Basic Information about the genetic context of three Sulfolobus ssp.: 
Comparative demonstration of genome size, open reading frames (ORF), GC-content and 
number of identified insertion sequence element (IS-element) of three Sulfolobales spp.. The 
listed information based on the genome sequencing studies for S. solfataricus (She et al., 2001 
(247)), S. acidocaldarius (Chen et al., 2005 (59)) and S. tokodaii (Kawarabayasi et al., 2001 
(140)).  
Strain Genome size (Mbp) ORFs GC-content (%) IS-Elements 
S. solfataricus 2.9 2997 35.8 201 
S. acidocaldarius 2.2 2292 37.7 0 
S. tokodaii 2.7 2826 32.8 34 
 
Another interesting aspect is that the genome of S. solfataricus contains several IS-
elements (247) whereas the number in S. tokodaii is less (140) and for 
S. acidocaldarius no active “jumping” IS-element could be detected (59).  
 
1.4 Cell surfaces and surface appendages of archaea 
 
In prokaryotes, a variety of surface exposed macro- and supra-molecular structures 
exist (e.g. glycocalyx, S-Layer, outer membrane proteins, pili, flagella). These 
structures are often involved in different physiological phenomena such as motility, 
DNA-uptake/exchange, protection or in attachment. The outer components of the cell 
can be involved in formation of bacterial biofilm (40, 176, 182, 216) and also in surface 
attachment in archaea (190, 275, 281). In archaea, the influence of surface 
appendages in attachment to a surface was extensively demonstrated for 
S. solfataricus (Chapter 3.1 (327)) as well as for S. acidocaldarius (Chapter 3.4).  
In the domain of archaea several surfaces structures have been identified and 
especially flagella and pili were in the main focus of interest. Interestingly, some 
archaea-related extracellular structures were discovered which seem to be exclusive 
for this domain. One of these unique structures is formed by Pyrodictium abyssi and 
termed cannulae, which can appear as a very dense network (195, 226). The cannulae 
tubes are formed by three homologous glycoproteins and are highly resistance to 
denaturizing conditions. They can achieve a length of 30- 150 µm (119) with a diameter 
of 25 nm (195). Furthermore, it was shown that the cannulae keep the cells connected 
even during cell division (119). By 3D reconstruction it was shown that the cannulae 
penetrate the periplasmatic space, but do not enter the cytoplasmic membrane (195). 
However, the function of the cannulae is not yet resolved and it remains to be seen if 
they are perhaps involved in communication, adherence (cell to cell and/or cell to 
surface) or in utilization of nutrients. The other unique filamentous appendage is called 
hamus and is produced by the euryarchaeon SM1, which was isolated in cold (10°C) 
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sulphurous marsh water (183, 232). An intriguing circumstance was that this organism 
is living closely together with a bacterium of the genus Thiothrix and together they form 
a string-of-pearls like structure (macroscopically visible with a diameter of up to 3 mm) 
(183). The inner part of these pearl like structure contains mainly SM1 whereas the 
outer part is composed of Thiothrix. However, SM1 produces approximately 100 hami 
per cell. A single hamus has a diameter of 7 to 8 nm with three hooks after every 4 nm. 
The end of the hamus contains so called, “tripartite barbed grappling hook” which has a 
diameter of 60 nm. The chemical analysis of the hami showed that they are stable over 
a broad range of different pH-values as well as temperatures (183).  
Flagella and pili are the most famous and known appendages in prokaryotes reported 
in both bacteria and archaea. Both bacterial and archaeal flagella are involved in 
swimming as well as in initial phases of surface attachments. In archaea, flagella 
mediated swimming was demonstrated for Halobacterium salinarum, Methanococcus 
voltae, M. maripaludis, S. solfataricus and S. acidocaldarius (21, 55, 202, 270, 276). In 
contrast, concerning the structure of the archaeal flagella, they are incomparable with 
those in bacteria. The bacterial flagellum is composed of three main structures (the 
filament, the hook and the basal body) and empowered by the ionic gradient over the 
membrane (e.g. proton motive force). A torque is shown to be generated which leads to 
the rotation of the bacterial flagella (31, 127). The bacterial flagella-driven movement is 
a highly regulated system. Quite a number of proteins have been identified to be 
involved in either in the process of assembly or in rotation of bacterial flagellum, e.g., in 
Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium more than 60 genes are involved in this 
process (91). However, archaeal flagella assembly systems resemble bacterial type IV 
pili assembly systems. Several components in archaeal flagella assembly have 
homologs in type IV pili assembly systems. With, so far only one identified exception 
(pilus of Methanothermobacter thermoautotrophicus (275)), all identified pili of archaea 
are assembled by the type IV-like assembly system as well (133, 271). However, in 
contrast to bacteria, few genes are necessary for the flagella formation in archaea; for 
example in case of euryarchaeota 10 to 15 genes and in the case of crenarchaeota 7 
genes were identified in operons encoding the flagella. Moreover, for H. salinarum it 
was demonstrated that the rotation of the flagellum is ATP-dependent, although the 
mechanism of rotation is still not known (172). The flagella are also present in the, for 
this study used, Sulfolobus strains (exemplary S. acidocaldarius Figure: 1-4; A (i)).  
All Sulfolobus strains so far sequenced possess also another surface structure, which 
are called the UV-induced-pili (Ups-pili). The Ups-pili are highly expressed upon UV 
treatment in S. acidocaldarius and S. solfataricus (89-90, 98) (Figure 1-4; A (ii)). In 
S. solfataricus, it was demonstrated that the exposure to UV-light as well as treatment 
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with agents like bleomycin (induces double strand breaks of DNA) resulted in a drastic 
increase of UV-induced pili on the cell surface followed by cell-cell aggregation (89). 
Furthermore, recent data from our laboratory demonstrated that the UV-induced pili are 
involved in exchanging DNA between the cells upon UV treatment (Ajon et al, 
unpublished). The other important surface structures available in Sulfolobus are the 
Aap-pili and the bindosome. The Aap-pili are found to be exclusive for 
S. acidocaldarius and highly abundant on its cell surface (Figure 1-4; A (i)). The Aap-
pilus has a diameter of 8 to 10 nm and is involved in surface attachment and biofilm 
formation (Chapter 3.4). Therefore these pili are termed archaeal adhesive (aap) pili. 
The genes responsible for the assembly of the Aap-pili are clustered in an operon 
called aap-operon and this operon encodes two putative pilin subunits. Interestingly, 
the transcriptional start sites for these two pilins are in the opposite direction with 
respect to the rest of the genes in the operon which are probably transcribed 
monocistronically. 
The other surface component is called the bindosome and present in S. solfataricus 
and S. islandicus, and is shown to be involved in binding and up-take of different 
sugars (glucose, arabinose‑ and trehalose) (6, 9, 329). Using genetic analysis it has 
been shown that the macromolecular bindosome structure contributes to the typical 
lobed shape of S. solfataricus cells and might be structurally connected to the S-Layer 
(328).  
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Figure 1-4: Surface and surface structures of archaea. For the exemplary representation of 
surface structures in archaea, structures of S. acidoacaldarius are chosen of which the coding 
genes are known. (A) Model-like illustration of S. acidocaldarius cell with the appendages: 
flagella (black), Aap pili (blue) and Ups pili (orange). The diameter of the cell is around 1 µM 
and the abundance of the distinct structures was taken into account. (A, (ii)) Electron 
microscopy picture of S. acidocaldarius cells with flagella and Aap-Pili: The curved thick filament 
are the flagella with a diameter of 14 nm and the straight thinner ones are the Aap pili with an 
approximate diameter of 8- 10 nm. (A (ii)) Electron microscopy picture of S. acidocaldarius cells 
3 hours after UV treatment: at the cell surface a high number of Ups pili are visible. (B (i)) Detail 
of the cell surface: The cytoplasmic membrane (CM) with the overlying S-Layer is shown. The 
different appendages are integrated into the membrane by a membrane protein complex. (B (ii) 
Model of the cytoplasmic membrane: an enlarged representation of the grey box of B (i). The S-
Layer is composed of the outer protein SlaA (dark green) and the membrane bound part, SlaB 
(light green). The distinct appendages build up by a specific assembly core complex which is 
homolog to bacterial type-IV-pili assembly systems. The complex is composed of a membrane 
protein (light blue) and a secretion ATPase (dark blue). 
 
The type IV pili-like assembly systems of the archaeal flagella and pili are homologous 
to the bacterial IV pili assembly system (192, 210). All these surface appendages are 
anchored into the membrane by a conserved core complex and pass across the S-
Layer (Figure 1-4; B (i)). The major structural protein subunit that constitute the flagella 
or pili (e.g. Ups-Pili, Aap-pili) possess a class III signal peptide at the N-terminus of the 
protein. In general, both the pili and the flagella are composed of a membrane protein 
and a secretion ATPase which together form the assembly core complex (25, 192) 
(Figure 1-4; B (ii)) in these systems. The prepilins/preflagellins are transported via the 
Sec-pathway across the cytoplasmic membrane (192) and thereafter the signal peptide 
of the pre-subunits is cleaved by a specific signal peptidase (PibD/FlaK) (214). The 
assembly of the processed pilins/flagellins takes place at the bottom of the growing 
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filament and it has been shown that this process is controlled by the respective core 
membrane complex in an ATP dependent manner (8). This is in contrast to the 
bacterial flagella where the assembly occurs at the tip of the filament (77, 123, 205) 
and is rather dependent on the H+-ion gradient across the membrane.  
Recent experiments showed that surface appendages can influence the surface 
attachment as well as biofilm formation in bacteria and in archaea. However, other 
physical parameters such as surface hydrophobicity, surface charge, outer membrane 
proteins (OMPs) or substrate properties (81, 228, 284) can also influence the surface 
attachment and biofilm formation as it was demonstrated for bacteria; the S-Layer of 
Sulfolobales might influences these factors as well. In fact, the S-Layer is a common 
feature in some bacteria (32, 236) where they were predicted to be involved in 
adhesion and contribute to surface attachment (182, 246, 253). With just few 
exceptions almost all archaea possess a S-Layer proteins as a component of the cell 
wall (148). Usually, the S-Layer is composed of one single protein which assembles 
into a two dimensional crystalline layer covering the whole cytoplasmic membrane. The 
S-Layer is responsible for the cell surface integrity/stability and in addition involved in 
the protection against different environmental conditions (e.g. osmotic/ mechanical 
stress, pH/ temperature shift) (33, 78-79, 237). In contrast to most archaea, the S-
Layer of Sulfolobales (and some other exceptions) is composed of two proteins, SlaA 
(120kDa) and SlaB (45kDa) (101, 295) (Figure 1-4; B (ii)). SlaB is an integral 
membrane protein with strong affinity to SlaA indicating a co-complex formation which 
might be responsible for the stability of the S-layer. The S-Layer is arranged in a 
repetitive crystalline lattice with p3 symmetry (24, 220). In this crystalline lattice pores 
are present with a distance of 21 nm to maintain the p3 symmetry in the S-layer. The 
SlaA protein is connected to the membrane via SlaB, whereby a space of around 
25 nm is formed between the membrane and the S-layer and is called 
pseudoperiplasmic space (Figure 1-4; B (ii)). Interestingly, both these S-layer proteins 
are glycosylated, which is however common to most of the surface exposed proteins in 
Sulfolobales and other archaea (6, 75, 102, 213). Due to the fact that cell charge as 
well as hydrophobicity of the cells influences attachment, glycosylation of proteins 
might play an important role in the process of attachment and biofilm formation.  
 
1.4.1 N-glycosylation in Sulfolobales 
 
The glycosylation of proteins is one of the major post-translational modifications known 
in all three domains of life. Long time it was thought that glycosylation of proteins is a 
feature restricted only to the domain of eukarya. However, recent studies revealed that 
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glycosylation is a very common post-translational modification of proteins and is 
universal in all forms of life. The glycosylation of proteins has been shown to be 
important in different physiological processes, e.g., correct folding of proteins (56, 97, 
99), attachment to a surface (151, 163, 181), protection against proteolytic activity, 
(111) and protection against harsh environmental conditions/stress (3, 137, 320). Two 
different modes of glycosylation are known, e.g., the N-glycosylation (glycan covalently 
bound to the nitrogen of an Asn residue) and the O-glycosylation (glycan bound to the 
hydroxyl oxygen of a Ser or Thr residue). It has been shown that these two modes of 
glycosylation are common in all three domains of life.  
O-glycosylation in archaea was so far only found on the S-layer proteins of 
H. salinarum and H. volcanii, but the O-glycosylation pathway has not been studied 
(179, 266). With the exception of two main characteristics in eukarya, the general 
mechanism of N-glycosylation is similar in all three domains. The first exception is that 
the sugar composition of the glycan tree in eukarya is conserved (Glc3Man9GlcNAc2) 
and mainly branched whereas the arrangement of the sugars in the other two domains 
are often linear and show a high diversity in their composition (70). Secondly, it is 
common for eukarya that the glycan tree undergoes after the transfer to the protein 
several modifications (glycan trimming) by several glycosidases. These modifications 
take place during the transport of proteins from the ER and the Golgi apparatus. This 
glycan trimming is needed for the transport to the right cell compartment (112). So far, 
this kind of modification is only demonstrated for eukarya.  
It has been shown that most of the extracellular proteins in archaea are glycosylated, 
e.g., flagellins (192), pilins (193) or S-Layer proteins (179, 213, 266). Probably because 
of an adaption to the harsh conditions the number of potential glycosylation sites in 
hyperthermophilic organisms is higher than in mesophilic organisms. It is noteworthy 
that the sugar composition along the archaea species is different. The glycan tree of 
the flagellins of the halophilic euryarchaeon H. salinarum are linear oligosaccharides 
(glucose and sulphated glucuronic and iduronic acids)(265). For the flagellin of the 
thermophilc methanogenic M. voltae a trisaccharide (N-acetylglucosamine, di-
acetylated glucuronic acid and a modified mannuronic) which is linked to a threonine 
residue was identified (296). In the crenarchaeota - or more accurately in 
S. acidocaldarius, the glycan composition of two proteins (cytochrome b558/566 (320) and 
the S-Layer protein SlaA (213)) was solved. The glycan tree is composed of a highly 
branched hexasaccharide chain containing sulfoquinovose which is an uncommon 
sugar (320). Furthermore, the S-Layer protein is glycosylated at 9 of the 11 predicted 
glycosylation residues (213). 
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The enzymes, which are involved in the process of N-glycosylation are encoded by the 
archaeal glycosylation (agl) gene clusters and have been studied in details for 
M. voltae (54, 296) and H. volcanii (4, 168, 318). The process of N-glycosylation in 
archaea is initiated at the inner side of the cytoplasmic membrane on the lipid carrier 
dolichol. The oligosaccharides are enzymatically transferred from the nucleotide-
activated sugar precursors in a stepwise manner on the lipid carrier. After the complete 
assembly of the branched sugar tree the lipid attached glycan is flipped across the 
membrane with the help of a flippase enzyme and finally the sugar tree is transferred to 
the target protein by oligosaccharide transferase (51, 319) at the outer side of the 
cytoplasmic membrane.  
 
1.4.2 Glycosyltransferases and -hydrolases 
 
During the assembly of the glycan tree glycosyltransferases are instrumental for the 
stepwise addition of sugars to the glycan. This process is highly coordinated and 
deletions of glycosyltransferases early in the pathway lead to an abolishment of the 
glycan assembly (51, 200). The gene disruption however proved not to be lethal to the 
organism although it altered the resistance against environmental changes or the ability 
adhere to surface or host (138, 272). 
In biofilm formation, glycosylated proteins are found to play an important role. This was 
observed for eukarya and bacteria. The fungal biofilms of Candida ssp. and 
Pneumocystis spp. contain high levels of glycosylated proteins within the matrix. In 
several E. coli strains it was discovered that the glycoproteins Ag43, AIDA and TibA 
support biofilm formation (64, 248-249). Microbacterium (MC3B-10) produces an EPS 
which contains a high amount of a so far not identified glycoprotein (207). Indeed, in 
other bacteria the involvement of glycoproteins, such as Fab1 (fimbria-associated 
glycoprotein) in biofilm formation have been studied extensively (293, 314, 323-324). 
Streptococcus parasanguinis causes dental plaque and is a so called first colonizer of 
the tooth surface. The serine-rich glycoprotein Fab1 of S. parasanguinis is essential for 
adhesion and biofilm formation. This high molecular weight protein (the matured protein 
have a molecular mass of 200 kDa) is found in several streptococcal and 
staphylococcal species and the impact of this protein for interaction with the host 
components was demonstrated for these species as well (245, 322). However, the 
deletion of fab1 resulted in a mutant were the ability for biofilm is abolished, thus the 
impact of the appendages itself is evinced (88). As it is mentioned the Fab1 is a 
glycoprotein for which studies has been performed to analyze the importance of the 
posttranslational modification (glycosylation) of this protein for biofilm formation. Two 
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gene clusters next to fab1 are identified to be involved in the glycosylation of those. 
The downstream gene cluster (seven genes) encodes glycosyltransferase which are 
essential for the first step of glycosylation and for the accessory secretion proteins (49, 
60, 162, 212, 314). The gene cluster upstream to fab1 codes for four genes while all of 
them are glycosyltransferases (Gly, GalT1, GalT2 and Nss (reclassified recently as 
Gtf3)). For two of them it is demonstrated that they are responsible for the glycosylation 
of Fab1 (314, 324). The deletion of GalT2 reveals that S. parasanguinis still attached to 
a surface but they were forming a thin biofilm with decreased mass accumulation (314). 
Similarly, Gtf3 deletion led to decreased biofilm formation (324). Indeed, the influence 
of glycosylated proteins for attachment, biofilm formation and to be part of the matrix is 
evinced while obviously next to the protein, the glycan tree itself supports for the biofilm 
formation.  
With respect to the pathway of glycosylation other proteins might be important as well 
for the construction of the entire glycan tree, the glycosylhydrolases. This class of 
proteins is common in all domains of life, but their involvement in glycosylation is so far 
studied only in eukarya. In all domains the glycan tree is assembled in a similar 
manner. For bacteria the assembly of glycoproteins is finalized after the addition of the 
last sugar by the glycosyltransferases whereas in eukarya a so called glycan trimming 
follows. During the process of glycan trimming, the cleavage of before added distinct 
sugars occurs. Glycan trimming of glycoproteins is common in eukarya and responsible 
for correct transport of proteins to the targeted cellular compartment (96, 279). The 
cleavage of these sugars is catalyzed by different glycosylhydrolases, e.g., α-
mannosidases. Usually, in bacteria the catalyzed reactions by α-mannosidase reflects 
a high diversity with respect to the substrates and it seems they are not directly 
involved in processing of the glycan tree (171, 188, 235). Interestingly, the α-
mannosidase of pathogen Mycobacterium tuberculosis is used for the synthesis of 
mannose containing glycoconjugates. The expression of α-mannosidase was down-
regulated during intra cellular growth which indicates that the pattern of the 
glycoconjugates changed in different environmental conditions. It is assumed that this 
organism can exhibit a kind of glycan trimming with the function to escape the immune 
response of the host and could be used as kind of mimicry of the bacterial cell surface 
(230). Nevertheless, for eukarya, the involvement of α-mannosidase in trimming of the 
glycan tree which has been demonstrated recently (112). The function of α-
mannosidase in archaea is so far less analyzed. Quite recently, a study has been 
carried out, which demonstrated the in vitro function of an α-mannosidase (SSO3006, 
Ssα-man). It was demonstrated, that Ssα-man catalyzes the degradation of α(1,2), 
α(1,3), and α(1,6)-D-mannobiose (61). Additionally, it was shown that the Ssα-man of 
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S. solfataricus demannosylates a glycosylated protein and an involvement in 
glycosylation was postulated (61). S. solfataricus can attach to different surfaces, forms 
biofilm and produces EPS (Chapter 3.1; 3.2: (146, 327)). In contrary to S. solfataricus 
P2 cells, a considerable amount of extracellular material was produced by PBL2025 
during surface attachment. The PBL2025 strain was derived from S. solfataricus 98/2 
and lacks 50 genes which are predicted to be involved in sugar metabolism and 
transport (240). It has been postulated, that these phenotypic differences in biofilms are 
related to these missing genes in the PBL2025 genome. The α-mannosidase 
(SSO3006, Ssα-man) is one of the 50 missing genes in PBL2025. Considering the 
biochemical nature of the enzyme and the defined functions of its homologs in eukarya, 
Cobucci-Ponzano et al. (61) have postulated that the Ssα-man has a functional role in 
glycosylation in S. solfataricus. In general, Sulfolobus spp. contains a high number of 
N-glycosylated extra-cellular proteins and for S. acidocaldarius it was shown that the 
glycan tree of the S-layer proteins contains large amounts of mannose (213). The 
fluorescence signal of the labeled lectin ConA (specific for mannose-/glucose residues) 
for PBL2025 under surface attached as well as biofilm conditions demonstrated a 
higher mannosylation than for S. solfataricus P2 (327) (Chapter 3.1; 3.5). By 
complementation studies in PBL2025 it was demonstrated that the Ssα-man of 
S. solfataricus reduces the mannose concentration of the EPS. Consequently, it is 
assumed that the Ssα-man is involved in glycosylation and maybe even in glycan 
trimming.  
 
1.5 The role of surface appendages in attachment and biofilm 
 
The attachment of cells to a surface is divided in two steps; the reversible attachment 
(transient attachment) followed by the irreversible attachment (permanent attachment). 
Initially, cells move actively until they find a suitable position and thereafter attach 
themselves via weak forces to the surface. These forces include van der Waals forces 
(London force of interaction), electrostatic forces and hydrophobic interactions (290). 
The attachment can, however, be mediated by several different extracellular 
components (e.g. flagella, pili, membrane, S-Layer (40, 176, 182, 216)) or even by 
special properties of the cell (e.g. hydophobicity, cell surface charge (229, 287)). 
Nevertheless, the properties of the substratum are also important for an accurate 
attachment (81, 201). At the initial phase of attachment, cells can still leave the 
attachment site either because of their intrinsic motility (swimming, swarming or sliding) 
or indirectly depending on the presence of shearing forces. With time the attachment is, 
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however, increasingly strengthened resulting in a permanent attachment of a 
subpopulation of the cells. It is assumed that the environmental signals induce the 
transformation from transiently attached cells to the permanently attached cells. The 
reason for the transition is still not completely understood. For Vibrio choleraea it was 
demonstrated, that during the step from transient to permanent attachment, the 
membrane potential (∆ψ) changes, which might be responsible for the switch (286). In 
support of this several studies have conclusively demonstrated that adhesions are 
important for attachment and required for the generation of strong forces, e.g., 
covalent, hydrogen bonds and strong hydrophobic interaction (110, 130, 291). The 
involvement of pili and flagella in attachment has also been demonstrated for the 
members of the domain archaea (190, 275, 281). Most of the information regarding 
biofilm formation in archaea is dealing with the initial attachment stage while nothing 
has so far been documented about the transition to the permanently attached state.  
The involvement of pili (also called fimbriae) in bacterial attachment was demonstrated 
in several studies (26, 37, 135, 178, 216). For example, under special growth condition 
some E. coli cells produce special pili, termed curli fimbriae (42), which are involved in 
attachment to different surfaces. Moreover, these pili are highly expressed under stress 
conditions and curli-producing strains can attach faster to surfaces (62).  
Flagella are the most well studied surface structures that have repeatedly been shown 
to influence surface attachment in bacteria. For example, the flagella of E. coli and 
Aeromonas caviae mediate the attachment to host cells (94, 143). In 1998, O`Toole 
and Kolter demonstrated for the first time that for flagella deficient mutants of 
P. aeruginosa and Pseudomonas fluorescens, the ability to form biofilm was reduced 
(203-204). Interestingly, following investigations on biofilm and attachment revealed 
quite a controversial situation with respect to the involvement of flagella in attachment 
and biofilm formation. A detailed study by Klausen and coworkers (145) revealed that 
biofilm formation can occur in two distinct conditions called static or hydrodynamic. 
They further proposed that the work of O`Toole and Kolter mostly relied on static 
biofilm formation where flagella played an important role in initiation of biofilms. 
Furthermore, they suggested that in nature, biofilm formation is a complex regulated 
mechanism. They could successfully show, that the previously used flagella mutants 
(used before by O`Toole and Kolter) are capable in forming biofilm under 
hydrodynamic conditions (113). They analyzed P. aeruginosa, flagella-mutants (∆fliM) 
and pili-mutants (∆pilA) under static/hydrodynamic conditions and each system with 
different carbon sources. The results indicated that the impact of flagella in the 
formation of biofilm is depending on the hydrodynamics as well as on the nutrient 
composition (145). It became more and more apparent that flagella as well as flagella 
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driven motility play an important role in biofilm development. For example, Listeria 
monoctogenes, P. aeruginosa and E. coli require flagella driven motility for biofilm 
formation (159, 175, 203). However, V. cholerae does not need the flagella itself for 
biofilm formation, rather the flagella motor is required (153, 286). Surface attachment 
has been studied in archaea. Similar to bacteria, some surface appendages exhibit 
controversial functions with respect to their role in attachment to different surfaces. On 
one hand, in some archaea the flagella are required for attachment (e.g. P. furiosus, 
S. solfataricus, M. maripaludis (128, 190, 327)) where as in some others flagella are 
not involved in attachment (e.g. H. volcanii) (281). In P. furiosus it was shown, that the 
flagella are essential for their attachment to different solid surfaces such as gold, 
copper, nickel, nylon or plexiglas; however, a lack of genetic tools has not allowed 
researchers to study the exact role of flagella in attachment in this organism. Further 
studies on P. furiosus showed that cells used their flagella to attach to the “first 
colonizer” Methanopyrus kandleri. In this bi-species biofilm, the M. kandleri cells first 
attached to the surface followed by colonization of P. furiosus (243). During attachment 
the P. furiosus flagella bundled together as cable like structures (190). These cable-like 
bundles of flagella between the cells were observed for Methanocaldococcus villosus 
as well. Furthermore, in contrast to planktonic M. villosus cells, the attached ones were 
heavily flagellated (27). Recent advancement in the development of genetic tools for 
different archaeal species has allowed researchers to analyze surface attachment 
studies with flagella- as well as pili- deletions mutants. These studies have provided 
detailed insights into the role that these surface structures play during the process of 
attachment and biofilm formation. In H. volcanii it has recently being demonstrated that 
the type IV pili like surface structures are responsible for surface attachment (281). In 
M. maripaludis the deletion of either flagella or pili, or even both, resulted in a defect in 
attachment for all the mutants (128). Indeed, deletion of the flagella in S. solfataricus 
PBL2025 and S. acidocaldarius MW001 (a ∆pyrE knockout strain (Wagner et al., 
unpublished)) shows a similar phenotypic trend with no attachment of flagella mutant of 
S. solfataricus PBL2025 (Chapter 3.1; (327)) and a reduced attachment in the flagella 
mutant of S. acidocaldarius MW001 (Chapter 3.4). Additionally, with respect to the 
involvement of Ups-Pili of Sulfolobales an interesting observation has recently been 
made in our laboratory. While in S. solfataricus PBL2025 the ∆upsE cannot attach to a 
surface (Chapter 3.1; (327)), the ∆upsE of S. acidocaldarius MW001 showed an 
increased initial surface attachment.  
The effect of the deletions of different surface appendages in Sulfolobales on later 
stages of biofilm has recently been examined in our laboratory. Interestingly, compared 
to wildtype cells, a three days old static biofilm of S. solfataricus ∆upsE shows slight 
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differences to the wild type, whereas the ∆flaJ strain exhibited no changes with respect 
to the morphology to the wildtype (Chapter 3.2; (146)). Similar experiments have been 
performed also for the later stages of biofilm lifestyle where commonly a dispersal of 
the attached cells was observed and a consequent reduction of the height and density 
of the biofilm was evident. However, the ∆flaJ strain was found to be the only exception 
with random clustering of the cells visible even after eight days biofilm growth (Koerdt 
et al., unpublished).  
However, the most detailed study was performed for S. acidocaldarius MW001, which 
is the Sulfolobus strain with the most stable biofilm (146). In S. acidocaldarius three 
surface appendages, flagella, Ups pili and Aap pili are present. For the analysis of 
surface attachment and biofilm, all of the appendages were deleted and besides this all 
possible combinations of deletion such as double as well as triple knockout were 
constructed (∆aapF/∆flaJ, ∆aapF/∆upsE, ∆upsE/∆flaJ, ∆aapF/∆flaJ//∆upsE). First of all 
the surface attachment of these mutants was tested and the main outcome was that 
the single deletion mutants showed just more or less slight differences with respect to 
the number of cells, which were attached. Although, the number of attached cells of the 
∆aapF -mutant showed a slight increase, they attached in clusters of cells. This might 
correlate with the fact, that these mutants exhibit much more flagella than the MW001 
wild type and indicates that the flagella are responsible for this property. Nevertheless, 
the deletion of more than one appendage led to stronger changes in the number of 
attached cells and the conclusion that the attachment occurs because the different 
appendages interact. With the exception of ∆upsE/∆flaJ which showed a dramatic 
increase of attachment (more than 150% increase), the attachment of the ∆aapF/∆flaJ 
and ∆aapF/∆upsE deletion strain were decreased. Lastly, for the triple knockout a 
strong reduction of attachment was observed (Chapter 3.4).  
Moreover, the mutants showed a change in biofilm formation as well (Figure 1-5; A): 
mainly, three distinct phenotypes were detected (Figure 1-5; B; Chapter 3.4). The 
MW001 biofilm architecture presented an appearance which is comparable with those 
of S. acidocaldarius wild type (Chapter 3.2 (146)), although it produced less clusters 
and had a lower EPS production. The ∆flaJ deletion strain exhibited the same 
phenotype as MW001 and was therefore classified in the same group of phenotypes 
(Figure 1-5; Chapter 3.4). The second class of phenotypes is marked by the attributes 
of high cell density and slightly reduced height, which is due to the deletion of aapF. In 
fact, this morphology occurs in all mutants which were deleted for the Aap pili 
(∆aapF/∆flaJ, ∆aapF/∆upsE and ∆aapF/∆upsE /∆flaJ). 
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Figure 1-5: Biofilm phenotype of surface appendages mutants of S. acidocaldarius 
MW001. (A) Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) of 3 days old biofilms of MW001 (wt), 
∆flaJ, ∆aapF and ∆upsE strains stained with DAPI (blue) and the lectins ConA (green) and IB4 
(yellow). Bars are 40 µM in length. (B) Model-like representation of the observed biofilm 
phentotypes during CLSM. Three distinct phenotypes were detected “wildtype phenotype” (first 
column), “∆aapF-phenotype” (second column) and the “∆upsE-phenotype”. 
 
The last phenotype was observed manifested by the ∆upsE strain. Even though the 
bottom was covered with cells at a higher level the general cell density of the biofilm 
was decreased. Tower-like structures were present which were composed of a high 
amount of EPS while the numbers of cells embedded within these towers of EPS were 
low (Figure 1-5; Chapter 3.4).  
 
1.6 The matrix of the biofilm 
 
During the course of biofilm formation the cells arrive at a point, shortly after the 
surface attachment, at which the production of the matrix of the biofilm sets in. The 
matrix is the extracellular material of the biofilm and termed as extrapolymeric 
substances (EPS). The matrix is a key characteristic component for formed biofilms. 
The matrix is highly hydrated and it is believed that around 97% of the biofilm is 
composed of water (268). In fact, only 10% of the matrix constitutes the cell material 
and the rest of the 90% is composed of EPS. The matrix can be compared with a 
sponge, which allows small molecules to enter and to leave the biofilm. Moreover, the 
matrix contributes to the stability of the immobilized cell community. Cells are 
completely embedded in the self-produced matrix, which is used for different purposes: 
a better cell to cell contact/interaction, adhesion to the surface or other cells, protection 
against toxic agents or harsh environmental conditions (63, 136, 187). Furthermore, the 
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matrix can function as storage as it can absorb metals and minerals or organic 
compounds. An additional feature is that the matrix can concentrate nutrients, 
enzymes, and growth factors (83-84, 253). The matrix consists of an accumulation of 
different biopolymers such as proteins, glycoproteins, glycolipids, exopolysaccharides 
or DNA (eDNA) (83, 267). The composition and the proportion of each of these 
compounds can differ between species. Furthermore, the growth conditions (carbon 
source, temperature, pH e.g.) can influence and change the EPS production and its 
composition (87, 141-142, 145, 293, 300, 313).  
In bacteria the main component of the matrix/EPS are exopolysaccharides, e.g., for 
instance a famous polysaccharide in biofilm of P. aeruginosa is alginate (67), for 
S. enteric serovar Enterititis it is cellulose (255) and for E. coli it is colonic acid (65). 
The deletion of genes for exopolysaccharide synthesis or export leads to cells which 
still attach to a surface, but are not able to form multilayered biofilms (11, 65, 305). In 
the domain archaea exopolysaccharides synthesis has also been demonstrated. One 
of the first analyzed archaea was Haloferax mediterranei which produces extracellular 
polysaccharides when grown on solid plates and a mucous appearance of the colonies 
was observed (231); The polymers consisted of mannose, glucose, an unidentified 
sugar, amino sugars, uronic acids and large amounts of sulphate (16). Natronococcus 
occultis exhibits L-glutamat in the cell wall (197) and Natrialba aegyptiaca possesses 
poly-γ-D-(glutamtat) (PGA) (115), which is a common sugar for several bacterial 
species as well (136). Moreover, a study carried out by Rinker and Kelly (227) has 
analyzed the exopolysaccharide composition of Thermococcus litoralis grown as 
biofilm on polycarbonate filters or glass slides. They discovered a mannan-like 
exopolysaccharide and assumed that this sugar might be involved in biofilm formation. 
A. fulgidus biofilm produced an EPS which contained protein, polysaccharide, and 
metals (152). 
Regarding the sugar composition of exopolysaccharides in Sulfolobales just little 
information is available. S. solfataricus and S. acidocaldarius were grown consecutively 
in a fermenter as well as in a static batch culture and the produced exopolysaccharides 
were analyzed and found to be composed of glucose, mannose, glucosamine and 
galactose. Furthermore, the exopolysaccharides was found to be sulfated (196).  
In spite of the fact that the biofilms of three Sulfolobales were stained with lectins (IB4 
(galactosyl-residues), GS-II (N-acetyl-Dglucosamine) and ConA (glucose/mannose)), 
which bind to sugar residues, it cannot be concluded that the obtained signal was due 
to the presence of secreted exopolysaccharides (Chapter 3.2; (146)). Rather, the used 
lectins could also bind to the sugar residues of glycosylated proteins. Recently, it was 
shown that the glycan tree of S. acidocaldarius the S-layer protein contained two 
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terminal mannoses (213) and the S. acidocaldarius biofilm exhibited a strong ConA 
signal (ConA binds to mannose and glucose) (Chapter 3.2; (146)). Furthermore, the 
matrix of Sulfolobus biofilm contained direct connections between the cells, which were 
composed either of exopolysaccarides or glycosylated proteins (Chapter 3.2; (146)). 
Different Sulfolobus strains exhibited a different distribution of sugars 
(exopolysaccharides or glycoproteins) during biofilm formation when compared with 
each other (Chapter 3.2; 3.3; (146)).  
For bacteria it was demonstrated, that eDNA plays an important role in biofilm 
formation. These eDNA supports the integrity and stability of the biofilm (136).  
It is thought that the source of eDNA is mainly because of induced autolysis, however 
there exists reports demonstrating the release of vesicles containing the DNA (10, 166, 
277). Besides this, another amazing function for eDNA was demonstrated for 
P. aeruginosa. Here, the cells of the stalks released eDNA and obviously contribute to 
the stability. Interestingly this eDNA can also be used for a special kind of movement. 
The secreted eDNA forms lattice-like structure in the stalk of the cluster and is taken up 
from cells next to the bottom by type IV Pili. Due to tractive forces the cells climb up the 
stalk and form the cup of the stalks and the typically tower-structure appear (10, 292). 
In contrast to bacteria the Sulfolobus biofilm matrix contains just little amounts of 
eDNA. In addition, this eDNA is not supporting the stability of the biofilm as evident 
from the DNase digestion experiment (Chapter 3.2; (146)).  
 
1.7 Biofilm specific transcription or protein pattern 
 
During the last decade several studies have been performed to determine whether 
common mechanisms exist that lead to biofilm formation by microorganisms. 
Consequently, proteomic as well as transcriptomic analyses have been performed to 
shed light on this question. To understand the biofilm lifestyle, these studies mainly 
aimed to find out whether there are specifically expressed genes during the course of 
the transition from the planktonic to the biofilm lifestyle. These experiments were 
performed mainly within different bacterial species. For the analysis the cells were 
grown on different surfaces, in a static or hydrodynamic system and under several 
environmental conditions, for instance different carbon sources, temperatures, pH and 
with or without stress. 
The differences observed between planktonic and biofilm cells point at large changes 
of gene expression. Indeed, changes of the expression pattern of biofilm cells were 
observed for different species but also within one species. As one example, an early 
study discovered by using random insertion mutagenesis that 38% of the genes were 
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differentially expressed in E. coli biofilms (217), while another found out that just 5.8% 
were differently expressed (225). Nevertheless, it is assumed that these differences 
within one species are mainly due to the techniques used in these studies. The major 
differences, however, include differences in the medium composition, small 
temperature shifts of the incubator or differences in the RNA isolation/cDNA-synthesis 
methods. However, the results based on gene expression or protein translation of 
biofilm give at least strong indications how gene expression in the biofilm cells differs 
from planktonic cells and which components might be important.  
With respect to the development of biofilm Sauer and coworkers (239) compared the 
protein pattern of P. aeruginosa biofilm to each distinct stage of biofilm. They 
demonstrated that during the transitions from planktonic growth to irreversible 
attachment 29% of the detectable proteins changed, from attachment to full maturated 
biofilm 40% and lastly during the dispersal again 35% of the whole cell protein showed 
changes (239). Recent studies showed that around 1-15% of the genes underwent a 
significant change during bacterial biofilm formation (30, 225, 241, 257, 310). In 
archaea, it was revealed that for S. acidocaldarius 15%, for S. solfataricus 3.4% and for 
S. tokodaii ~1% was differentially expressed in biofilm cells (Chapter 3.3; (147)). 
Additionally, only one other archaeal (F. acidarmanus Fer1) proteome analysis has 
been so far performed on biofilms and will be discussed below (20).  
So far no expression profile could be identified that is common for all microorganisms 
that change their life style from planktonic to form biofilms, however, trends were 
observed. Usually, in the early stages of bacterial biofilm maturation the flagella gene 
expression was repressed whereas gene/proteins involved in the production of the 
matrix, related to stationary growth phase, environmental stress or anaerobic growth 
were up-regulated (14, 28, 136). 
Whilst the demand of the flagella for initial attachment still is a controversial topic, 
usually flagella are not important at the later stages in biofilm maturation as evident 
from several studies in different bacteria (217, 238, 257). S. acidocaldarius exhibits an 
increased expression of genes involved in flagella synthesis while in the proteome 
analysis none of the flagella-related proteins have been identified at the second day of 
biofilm maturation (Chapter 3.3). However, in some bacteria flagella gene expression is 
up-regulated even at the later stages of biofilm formation (132). Another result 
supporting the need of flagella or maybe other different surface appendages of 
S. acidocaldarius was the up-regulation of PibD (Chaper 3.3; (147)). PibD is required 
for the assembly of both flagella and pili; therefore an up-regulation might imply a 
higher need/amount as more appendages are assembled. The appendages are 
evidently responsible for maintenance of the typically architecture of the 
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S. acidocaldarius MW001 biofilm (Chapter 3.4). However, another gene for surface 
appendages, which was differentially expressed, belonged to the ups pili operon. 
Interestingly, it was up-regulated in three days biofilm of S. solfataricus for which the 
ups pili were shown to be essential for initial attachment and seemingly were also 
required for biofilm maturation (Chapter 3.1; (327))  
In S. acidocaldarius, the NAD-dependent epimerase/dehydratase homolog was found 
to be up-regulated in biofilm (Chapter 3.3). In Metallosphaera sedula this protein has 
been postulated to be involved in exopolysacchraides synthesis (19). Moreover, 
glycosyltransferases of S. acidocaldarius were up-regulated in biofilm and this 
observation was in congruence with what has been shown in bacteria, where 
glycosyltransferases were also found to be up-regulated in biofilm. Besides, gene 
disruption of the glycosyltransferases showed a profound effect with subtle change in 
the EPS of bacterial biofilm (149).  
In general, it is thought that anaerobic conditions are common in biofilm. In particular, 
the deeply embedded cells of the biofilm do not have the same access to oxygen in 
comparison to either the cells at the outer surface of the biofilm or the planktonic cells. 
An increased expression of proteins involved in maintenance of the anaerobic lifestyle 
is frequently observed in bacterial biofilm (66, 206) as well as for some archaea like 
F. acidarmanus Fer1. In F. acidarmanus Fer1 biofilm six to ten fold up-regulation was 
evident for the proteins involved in the growth under anaerobic conditions (20). 
Interestingly, the over-expression of genes encoding components of the Sox complex 
in Sulfolobales implies that no limited oxygen stress existed (Chapter 3.3; (147)). 
However, other stress response related changes in Sulfolobus spp. biofilm were 
observed. Apart from respiratory function of the Sox complex it was also shown that the 
SoxM complex recognizes the pH in the periplasmic space and actively reduces the pH 
(146). This information is further supported by the observation that the pH increases up 
to ~pH 5 during the development of Sulfolobus ssp. biofilm (Koerdt et al., unpublished) 
which might be sensed by the SoxM complex to keep/regulated the pH in a optimal 
level for Sulfolobus spp.. Two identified proteins or complexes with chaperon activities 
were found regulated in biofilm. One of them corresponded to the heat stress response 
element, the thermosome (131, 280) and the other one is the heat shock protein Hsp20 
(273). These proteins seem to have a so far unknown function in Sulfolobales biofilm 
development as they were commonly regulated in the three tested Sulfolobus strains 
as evidenced by means of the proteomic analysis. 
Additionally, the fact that some other commonly regulated genes or proteins in 
Sulfolobus biofilm was searched, as this might indicate their relevance within the 
biofilm lifestyle. From this analysis few genes were found to be commonly regulated in 
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Sulfolobus biofilm. A transcriptional regulator Lrs14-like protein (from the proteomic 
data) and an ABC transporter ATP-binding protein (from the transcriptomic data) were 
found to be up-regulated in all three strains, whereas one subunit of the V-ATPase 
(proteomic) and 3-oxoacyl-(acyl carrier protein) reductase (fabG-1) (transcriptomic) 
were shown to be down-regulated. Both of these candidate proteins possibly might play 
a crucial role in the transition from planktonic to biofilm lifestyle (Chapter 3.3; (147)).  
Nevertheless, as it was already mentioned biofilm formation allows cells to live as a 
community, where cells interactions take place. In bacteria it has been broadly 
described that Quorum sensing (QS) phenomena provides the means to coordinate the 
activities of cells so that they function as a multi-cellular community. In general QS 
phenomena involves the secretion of signal molecules, autoinducer (AI), to the 
extracellular environment. Thus, AI molecules accumulate reaching a threshold level, 
which consequently undergoes several gene/protein profile changes allowing the 
adaptation to the new environmental situation. In gram-negative bacteria, depending on 
the AI molecule, two QS processes have been described: type AI-1, which is involved 
mainly in intraspecies communication, and type AI-2, which is related to interspecies 
communication (13, 23, 95). Indeed, it has been described that QS plays an important 
role influencing biofilm formation. Moreover, some studies reveal a close relationship 
between the extracellular regulation by QS and the intracellular regulation by the 
second messenger 3‟,5‟-cyclic diguanylic acid (c-di-GMP). c-di-GMP specifically 
regulates multiple cellular processes by binding to diverse target molecules. c-di-GMP 
is synthesized by diguanylate cyclase (GGDEF protein domain ) and the following 
degradation by specific phosphodiesterases (EAL- or HD-GYP protein domains ) (233). 
It has been reported that c-di-GMP acts a central regulator for gram-negative bacteria 
promoting that the transition from planktonic to sessile lifestyle. Usually, high levels of 
c-di-GMP lead to reduced motility and biofilm formation (180, 251). The mechanism 
behind the biofilm formation inducement via c-di-GMP can differ even in related 
organisms (129, 316). For example, while in P. fluorescence high levels of c-di-GMP 
increase the production of the adhesin LapA (184), in P. aeruginosa EPS production is 
increased (50, 150). A direct connection between QS and the concentration of cellular 
c-di-GMP was demonstrated in P. aeruginosa and V. cholera. In P. aeruginosa the 
transcriptional regulator LasR is activated by AI‟s and lead to the synthesis of TpbA 
(Tyrosine Phosphatase) which in turn lead to reduction of the intracellular c-di-GMP-
level (283). In both cases high cell density leads to an accumulation of the extracellular 
autoinducer (AI) which leads at a certain threshold level to the expression of special 
genes. For example, in P. aeruginosa the transcriptional regulator LasR is activated by 
AI‟s and induces the synthesis of TpbA (Tyrosine Phosphatase) which in turn leads to 
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the reduction of the intracellular c-di-GMP-level (283). Moreover, in a similar manner, in 
V. cholera, high levels of AI result in the expression of HapR which reduces the c-di-
GMP-level as well (304). As a consequence of the low c-di-GMP-levels cell motility is 
recovered promoting bacterial dispersal and biofilm formation impairment. In 
P. aeuroginosa, type AI-1 QS involves the production of 3-oxo-C12-HSL by LasI 
synthase activity and the 3-oxo-C12-HSL-responsive DNA-binding regulator LasR. The 
3-oxo-C12-HSL derives its invariant lactone rings from S-adenosylmethionine and their 
variable acyl chains from the cellular acyl-acyl carrier protein (ACP) pool. It has been 
determined that 3-oxoacyl-(acyl-carrier-protein) reductase (FabG) is a determining 
factor of 3-oxo-C12-HSL chain lengths (116). Interestingly, the levels of FabG were 
also found to be accumulated by both P. aeuruginosa (198) and in Sulfolobus spp. 
planktonic cells in comparison to their biofilm counterparts. Although, it seems that 
Sulfolobus genomes do not encode for a LasI homologous proteins, a different and 
unknown activity might be involved together with FabG in the production of putative 
archaeal AI molecules. In this regard, studies in biofilms of the archaeon 
F. acidarmanus Fer1 showed no evidence for quorum sensing and the signalling 
molecules (20). However, the production of AI molecules by Sulfolobus cells needs to 
be proven. Furthermore, in the future it will be of interest to determine the potential 
occurrence of cell signalling and communication within Sulfolobus biofilm communities. 
On the other hand, it is well known that transcriptional regulators play an pivotal role in 
the adaptation of environmental changes by means of coordinating expression of 
distinct genes (215). This mechanism is needed for the fast as well as specific 
production of proteins required for the present situation. In Bacteria, the sigma factors 
(σ), a class of transcriptional initiation factors, are used for the coordinated synthesis of 
specific genes. So far several regulators belonging to this classed have been identified 
and functionally analyzed, among others σ70 (housekeeping sigma factor) (36), σ28 
(flagella synthesis) (258) or σ32 (heat shock) (17). Thus, several studies have 
demonstrated the specific role of some transcriptional regulators on the biofilm 
development process.  
Indeed, for biofilm formation several studies have been demonstrating a similar 
regulation which induces the production of biofilm specific proteins and the repression 
of genes which are needed for the planktonic lifestyle. The transcriptional regulator 
Nrg1p of the eukaryote Candida albicans is required for biofilm formation and dispersal 
(285). AphA of V. cholerae is a transcriptional activator which induces biofilm formation 
by the expression of VpsT which is a biofilm activator (315). 
From our proteomic data of Sulfolobus biofilm, we found that all three analysed strains 
displayed increased levels of putative transcriptional regulators belonging to the Lrs14-
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like proteins. Thus, the expression of these homologous transcriptional regulators 
seems to be a common response when S. acidocaldarius, S. solfataricus and 
S. tokodaii grow in biofilms and might constitute a key regulatory factor during biofilm 
development. Furthermore, these regulators show high homology to each other, and to 
several other homologs which are spread over the whole genome of each of the 
investigated Sulfolobus strains. One of the homologous is Lrs14 of S. solfataricus has 
been functionally characterized. It was shown that this regulator is negatively 
autoregulated and accumulates in the midexponential and late growth phase (189), 
which might reflect the situation in biofilm. Lrs14-like proteins of archaea are related to 
the Lrp-AsnC bacterial transcriptional regulator family (leucine-responsive regulatory 
protein) (189). Lrs14-like proteins are present in bacteria as well as archaea. The Lrp 
regulator of E. coli is involved in the regulation of up to 75 different genes (52), and it 
might be that the archaeal version has a similar global function. Consequently, further 
research is on going to shed light on this open question.  
 
1.8 Stress and resistance 
 
It is known that cells, which are embedded into the biofilm community are more 
resistant against toxic agents or physical and chemical stress (169, 288). The 
resistance is largely caused by the EPS (detailed discussed above), which covers the 
cells and can inhibit the access of toxic substances. Furthermore, the EPS can act as a 
buffer to decrease the disruptive forces (e.g. temperatures shift). On the other hand it is 
thought that biofilm cells behave as in the stationary-phase, which means that the 
growth is slow and the number of persistent cells is high (18, 274). Consequently, the 
effect of antibiotics is abolished, especially for antibiotics of which the mode of action is 
dependent upon their intervention on the metabolic activity, for instance penicillin or 
chloramphenicol (118, 254). The resistance property differs largely from one bacterial 
strain to the other against the same chemical (100, 194, 219). In fact, there is also no 
rule how or when biofilm is formed. Some organisms initiate biofilm growth for instance 
if nutrients become limited (93) while other form biofilms if the concentration of 
nutrients is high (317). The stress-induced biofilm formation is very common in 
bacteria. In P. aeruginosa and E. coli a high concentration of the antibiotic 
aminoglycoside promotes biofilm formation (117), while osmotic stress increases the 
biofilm formation of Staphylococcus aureus (222). Similar observations are also evident 
in the domain archaea. The biofilm formation was found to be enhanced in A. fulgidus 
at high metal concentration, under extreme pH and temperature, and with the addition 
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of xenobiotics, antibiotics, and also oxygen concentration (152). In Sulfolobales the 
biofilm formation is influenced by pH, temperature, iron concentration or the 
combination of pH and iron concentration, while the response to the stress exhibits 
differences along the related species. S. acidocaldarius for instance forms the most 
efficient biofilm at low temperatures whereas S. solfataricus at high temperatures. A 
combination of high pH and iron concentration led to a dramatically reduction of biofilm 
and seemed to be toxic while S. acidoacaldarius (~50 times more) and S. tokodaii (~10 
times more) biofilm increases in comparison to the standard conditions (Chapter 3.2; 
(146)). Due to the fact that already the architecture of the biofilm is different it might be 
that also the differences regarding to stress a kind of specialization along the three 
species.  
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2 Objectives of this work 
 
Over the past decade research about microbial community formation has attracted 
immense attention. It is becoming clear that under different environmental conditions 
microbes survive by forming either homogeneous or heterogeneous communities. This 
form of microbial life style is called „biofilm‟ and reflects the natural scenario for an 
organism in the environment. In the field of medicine and biotech industries, biofilm 
research is attracting attention mostly because of the fact that the advancement of our 
understanding of community life style might be useful in combating human disease as 
well as to solve several industrial bottlenecks. However, our knowledge on biofilm 
lifestyle is mostly restricted to the domain bacteria while it has been shown that this 
lifestyle is common in all domains of life.  
In the present study we have focused on understanding the biofilm lifestyle of 
Sulfolobales. The order Sulfolobales belongs to the subkingdom crenarchaeota in the 
domain archaea. These are aerobic thermoacidophilic microorganisms. The genome 
sequence for several species is available (e.g., S. solfataricus, S. acidocaldarius, and 
S. tokodaii) and most interestingly genetic tools are available for S. solfataricus and 
S. acidocaldarius, which makes these species attractive model systems. Additionally, 
these strains were isolated from different habitats over the whole world and therefore a 
comparative study might have provided valuable insights. 
Previous studies from our laboratory had demonstrated the initial surface attachment of 
S. solfataricus indicating that this organism might involve in biofilm formation. However, 
the ability to form a biofilm still had to be demonstrated. In the present thesis it was 
demonstrated biofilm that the crenarchaeota S. solfataricus, S. acidocaldarius and 
S. tokodaii form biofilms. We aimed to focus on the characteristic features 
(development, maturation and dispersal) of the biofilm in all these three strains. To 
achieve these goals a static biofilm assay method was developed, which was adapted 
to high temperature and low pH (75°C, pH3) to analyze Sulfolobus spp. biofilm. During 
the course this work it was tried to address the following questions as a part of this 
study objectives: 
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1. How does crenarchaeal biofilm develop? What influences the biofilm formation and 
which structures are involved in the composition of the EPS?  
The developed methods (e.g. high temperature microtiter assay and, static biofilm 
assay) were used in combination with fluorescent microscopy to shed light on these 
questions (Chapter 3.2).  
 
2. Which genes or proteins are involved in crenarchaeal biofilm formation? Is there a 
global way of regulation occurring, which may be shared among the three Sulfolobus 
species? Does the transcription pattern change during the development of the biofilm? 
To answer this question a comparative proteomic and transcriptomic analysis of two 
days old biofilms of S. acidocaldarius, S. tokodaii and S. solfataricus was performed 
Chapter 3.3).  
3. Are there surface structures in Sulfolobales which might be important for biofilm 
formation,?  
The deletion mutants of the three surface appendages of S. acidocaldarius were 
constructed and a detailed analysis of surfaces attachment as well as the biofilm 
formation was carried out (Chapter 3.4). 
Within this study the resulting observation of the different EPS production of PBL2025 
in comparison to S. solfataricus lead to the following question (Chapter 3.1). 
4. Which of the missing 50 genes in PBL2025 could be responsible or at least is 
supporting this phenotype?  
The complementation of one of the genes, with the most promising effect (Ssα-man), 
was the primary target (Chapter 3.5). 
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3 Results 
 
The next chapter is divided into five sections where each of these represents an 
independent study describing separate objectives of the entire thesis and they are 
either published in or submitted to a peer reviewed journal. At the beginning of each 
section, the results and a short interpretation are incorporated including authors 
contributions have been outlined. 
 
3.1 Appendages for the attachment in Sulfolobus solfataricus 
 
Zolghadr, B., A. Klingl, A. Koerdt, A. J. Driessen, R. Rachel, and S. V. Albers. 2010. 
Appendage mediated surface adherence of Sulfolobus solfataricus. J Bacteriol 
192:104-110 
 
The impact of extracellular macro-molecular structures (e.g. flagella, pili or other 
extracellular structures) in attachment to a surface was demonstrated for several 
bacteria and archaea. The ability to attach to a surface is the first indication for an 
organism to form biofilm. Before this study it was unknown if strains belonging to the 
genus of Sulfolobus spp. are competent for an attachment or biofilm formation. 
However, the appearance of different surface structures like the flagella or Ups-pili has 
been shown for this organism. Aim of this work was to figure out if these surface 
appendages of S. solfataricus PBL2025 are involved or required for the attachment to 
surfaces. Therefore, the attachment to different abiotic surfaces (mica, glass, pyrite and 
gold-grids) of S. solfataricus P2, S. solfataricus PBL2025, ∆upsE and ∆flaJ (mutants 
derived from PBL2025) was tested. The comparative analysis showed the requirement 
of flagella and Ups-Pili for attachment to all analysed surfaces. Additionally, differences 
in the production of extracellular surface structures between PBL2025 and P2 were 
analysed by electron microscopy. The observed phenotypic differences including 
differential EPS production in these two strains are presumably reside in the 50 missing 
genes involved in sugar metabolism and transport in PBL2025. Therefore, the study 
was extended for a comparable analysis of the sugar composition between P2 and 
PBL2025 and the change of the expression level of distinct genes within the 
aforementioned gene cluster of P2 in planktonic and biofilm lifestyles. With 
fluorescence microscopy it was revealed that in both these strains, e.g., P2 and 
PBL2025, the EPS contains the sugars glucose, α-D-mannose, α-D-galactose, and N-
acetyl-D-glucosamine. It was also confirmed from the analysis that the EPS production 
is higher in PBL2025 and contains higher amounts of glucose and mannose, 
respectively. Furthermore, via q-PCR and comparative analysis of planktonic and 
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attached P2 cells, it was evident that a number of genes, which are missing in 
PBL2025, are up-regulated under surface attached conditions. This might explain the 
differences in the morphology at the attached state of P2 and PBL2025.  
 
All the results describing an analysis of the sugar composition of S. solfataricus P2 and 
PBL2025 cells were performed by Andrea Koerdt. The electron microscopy was 
performed by Andreas Klingl (Supervisor and supporting material: Reinhard Rachel) 
and Behnam Zolghadr (Supervisor and supporting material: Arnold J. M. Driessen and 
Sonja-Verena Albers). All other experiments like q-PCR and surface attachment 
studies on different abiotic surfaces were performed by Behnam Zolghadr. The 
manuscript was written by Sonja-Verena Albers and revised by all authors.  
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3.2 First insides into biofilm formation of Sulfolobus spp. 
 
A. Koerdt, J. Godeke, J. Berger, K. M. Thormann, and S. V. Albers. 2010. 
Crenarchaeal biofilm formation under extreme conditions. PLoS One 5:e14104. 
 
Only few studies have been performed to understand biofilm formation in archaea while 
the most of the information available is related to the surface attachment. Only two 
studies have been performed demonstrating the proteomic and stress induced changes 
occurred during the biofilm formation in euryarchaeota. However, no information was 
available on the biofilm formation in crenarchaeota. Therefore, the goal of this study 
was to develop methods to study biofilm formation in Sulfolobus spp. which grows 
under thermoacidophilic conditions (e.g. microtiter assay, optimal conditions for the 
growth of biofilm, staining of biofilm or CLSM). Furthermore, a comparative analysis of 
the three related strains, S. solfataricus, S. acidocaldarius and S. tokodaii, in respect to 
biofilm formation was demonstrated in the present study. It was clearly evident that 
they exhibit differences in morphology (ranging from simple carpet structure for 
S. solfataricus to a towel-structure of S. acidocaldarius) and also responsiveness 
against the environmental stress (e.g. temperature, pH and iron concentration). 
Furthermore, basic information of the EPS compositions in biofilm was obtained where 
it was evident that each of these strains possesses different amounts of extracellular 
substances. The matrix contains mainly sugars like glucose, galactose, mannose and 
N-D-acetylglucosamine. We could observe the direct cell-cell connections under SEM 
and also could detect the presence of glycosylation even at the level of these 
connections. We found little eDNA in the biofilm matrix of these strains indicating minor 
role of eDNA in the development of biofilm in Sulfolobus spp.. In a parallel study we 
analyzed surface appendage(s) mutant(s) of S. solfataricus for biofilm formation. We 
found that they show no (∆flaJ) or little (∆upsE) changes compared to the wildtype P2 
and PBL2025, respectively.  
 
Andrea Koerdt performed all experiments. Julia Gödeke helped in CLSM related 
analysis. The preparation of the biofilms for electron microscopy was performed by 
Jürgen Berger and Andrea Koerdt while the microscopy itself was performed by Jürgen 
Berger. Kai M. Thormann helped in designing the experiments. The manuscript was 
written by Sonja-V. Albers and revised by all authors. 
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3.2.1 Supplementary material 
Table and figure legends: see main manuscript 
 
Table S1: Calculation of OD600 values from OD570 values from two days old biofilms 
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Figure S1 
 
 
Figure S2 
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Figure S3 
 
 
 
Figure S4 
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Figure S4 
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3.3 Proteomic and transcriptomic of Sulfolobus ssp. biofilm 
 
A. Koerdt#, A. Orell#, TK. Pham, J. Mukherjee, A. Wlodkowski, E. Karunakaran, CA. 
Biggs, PC. Wright, and SV. Albers. 2011. Macromolecular fingerprinting of 
Sulfolobus species in biofilm: a transcriptomic and proteomic approach 
combined with spectroscopic analysis 
 
The biofilm lifestyle can be distinguished from the planktonic lifestyle by several 
features such as, cell-cell connections and cell-cell communication, a higher resistance 
against environmental stress or toxic agents, the EPS production etc. Usually, in 
bacteria differential gene expression and protein synthesis, ranging between 1-15% 
can be observed by comparing both the lifestyles. In the present work we have carried 
out a comparative study of three Sulfolobus strains (S. acidocaldarius, S. solfataricus 
and S. tokodaii) to gain insights into the physiological adjustments that may take place 
when these archaea are grown as biofilms. We used a combination of spectroscopic, 
proteomic and transcriptomic approaches to describe physiological and regulatory 
features involved in the biofilm lifestyle for each strain. Furthermore, we present the 
data as a comparative analysis to highlight common features in biofilm formation 
among the three Sulfolobus strains under study. Indeed, the obtained results 
convincingly showed the distinctive differences in the carbohydrate composition in 
these two lifestyles for each strain. Moreover, the three related Sulfolobus strains show 
distinct phenotypic differences during the biofilm formation (carpet-, and tower-
structures). For the detection of proteins or genes which might cause the differences 
between the species as well as between both the lifestyles, proteomic and 
transcriptomic analysis were performed. For all three strains the transcriptome 
(S. acidocaldarius 15%, S. solfataricus 3.4% and S. tokodaii 1%) and the proteome 
patterns were found to show unique features. The metabolic processes that were found 
to be highly regulated from our analysis include processes involved in energy 
production and conversion, amino acid-, lipid- and carbohydrate- metabolism, transport 
and binding, stress and adaptation to environmental changes, cell surface appendages 
and regulatory functions. Commonly regulated genes/proteins in all the three strains 
lead to the assumption that they might be important for development and maintenance 
of the biofilm lifestyle  
 
The cell cultures for biofilm and planktonic grown cells for the proteomic and the 
transcriptomic analysis were carried out by Andrea Koerdt. Andrea Koerdt performed 
the RNA-isolation, cDNA-synthesis and all experiments related to the q-PCR. The 
microarrays were performed by the company Febit. The proteomic analysis was 
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performed by Trong Khoa Pham (Supervisor Phillip C. Wright). The spectroscopic 
analysis and the FTIR were performed by Catherine A. Biggs, E. Karunakaran and Joy 
Mukherjee. The analysis for proteomics and transcriptomics data was performed by 
Alexander Wlodkowski. The analysis of the final proteomic data was carried out by 
Alvaro Orell, Alexander Wlodkowski and Andrea Koerdt while the transcriptomics 
related data analysis was performed by Alvaro Orell and Alexander Wlodkowski. The 
manuscript was written by Alvaro Orell and Sonja Verena Albers and revised by all 
authors.  
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3.3.1 Supplemented material 
 
Online available data which is not shown here:  
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/pr2003006 
 
MS Exel 
 pr2003006_si_002.xls (3.78 MB) 
 pr2003006_si_003.xls (3.64 MB) 
 pr2003006_si_004.xls (4.14 MB) 
 pr2003006_si_005.xls (241 KB) 
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3.4 The role of surface appendages in Sulfolobus acidocaldarius 
 
A. Koerdt#, AL. Henche#, A. Ghosh and SV Albers. 2011. Influence of cell surface 
structures on crenarchaeal biofilm formation (Submitted to Environmental 
Microbiology) 
 
The impact of surface appendages in surface attachment and biofilm formation was 
extensively studied in bacteria while in archaea only a few studies have been 
demonstrated that some of these extracellular appendages are involved in attachment. 
The first insight of the requirement of flagella or pili for surface attachment of 
Sulfolobus ssp. was provided by the results obtained from our previous study on 
S. solfataricus. Interestingly, analysis of the biofilm developed under static condition for 
either of flagella or Ups-Pili mutants of S. solfataricus revealed only very little effect in 
comparison to wild type cells. Therefore, the intention of this work was to figure out if 
S. acidocaldarius MW001 which expresses App-pili besides flagella and Ups-pli, 
behaves in a similar fashion under biofilm growth like for S. solfataricus PBL2025. A 
detailed analysis of a combination of double and triple appendage mutants (flagella, 
Ups-, and Aap-pili) of S. acidocaldarius was performed in the present study where the 
main goal was to find out whether they can influence biofilm formation independently or 
in a combination. Our analysis revealed that for S. acidocaldarius MW001 some of 
these appendages are important in the maintenance of the typical architecture. 
Different numbers of cells were found to attach to the surface for different double and 
triple mutants; however the single mutants exhibited only slight differences compared 
to wild type strain. In general, the deletion of two or all the surface appendages 
resulted in dramatic decrease in the attachment with only one exception where the 
double mutant (ΔupsEΔflaJ) expressing only the Aap-Pili on the surface, showed an 
increase of 150% in comparison to MW001. Furthermore, a regulation involving the 
aapF seems to be occurred where an increased expression of flagella has been 
evident. The hyper-flagellated ∆aapF-mutant attaches as clustered cells indicating 
precise interplay between the Aap-pili with the flagella. Furthermore, we observed three 
distinct phenotypes of the biofilm formed by the mutant strains indicating a distinct role 
for each filament in initial attachment and biofilm development. The dominant Aap-
phenotype (high cell density) and the Ups-phenotype (tower-structure with high EPS 
production) were assigned separately from the wild type phenotype.  
 
All biofilm or surface attachment related analyses were performed or supervised by 
Andrea Koerdt. The analysis of the CLSM data, the pixel calculation and the 
construction of GFP and the adaptation for the use in biofilm was done by Andrea 
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Koerdt. The construction of the deletion mutants, the motility assay, the calculation of 
the results of the surface attachment and support for the biofilm assay were performed 
by Anna Lena Henche. The electron microscopy was performed by Anna Lena Henche 
and Abhrajyoti Ghosh. The manuscript was written by Sonja-Verena Albers and revised 
by all authors.  
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3.4.1 Supplementary material 
 
Table 1: List of primers used in this study 
Primer 
no. 
sequence description 
638 5‟-GCGCTGCAGAAACCGCATCTGG-3‟ Forward primer for upstream region ΔflaJ with PstI 
restriction site 
600 5‟-
GGTCCTTTCAAAATAAGTACCTTTGGTCATATATTTTCA
TCAAATATTACTGACATATTTTATCGCCTCCTCC-3‟ 
Reverse primer for upstream region ΔflaJ, overlapping 
region 
602 5‟TCAAATATTACTGACATATTTTATCGCCTCCTCCTGA
A AATATATGACCAAAGGTACTTATTTTGAAAGGACC-3‟ 
Forward  primer for downstream region ΔflaJ, overlapping 
region 
640 5‟-GCGGGATCCGAGTGTTTGACATACTTAGAG-3‟  Reverse  primer for downstream region ΔflaJ with BamHI 
restriction site 
581 5‟-GAGTCTGCCTGACGGTTCT-3‟ Forward sequencing primer ΔflaJ 
582 5‟-GGAGAGTTAAGCTTTCGGCC-3‟ reverse sequencing primer ΔflaJ 
605 5‟-GGATCCGGGACATTTAGTCCATTCAC-3‟ Forward primer for upstream region ΔaapF with ApaI 
restriction site 
606 5‟AATTTATATACTTTTACTGTGTGAATATACACAACTAG 
ATAAAGTTAAATATTTTTTATA-3‟ 
Reverse primer for upstream region ΔaapF, overlapping 
region 
607 5‟-
TATAAAAAATATTTAACTTTATCTAGTTGTGTATATTCA
CACAGTAAAAGTATATAAATT-3‟ 
Forward  primer for downstream region ΔaapF, 
overlapping region 
642 5‟-GCGGGATCCTCTACCGGCAGGGATAGAAG-3‟  Reverse  primer for downstream region ΔaapF with 
BamHI restriction site 
583 5‟-CTGCTATTCTATCTCCTGCAGG-3‟ Forward sequencing primer ΔaapF 
584 5‟-CAGTGTTGCTGGAGCTC-3‟ reverse sequencing primer ΔaapF 
2010 5‟-GTAGGGCCCGTGTATAATGATGACCTATTTAGCTG-
3‟ 
Forward primer for upstream region ΔupsE with ApaI 
restriction site 
2011 5‟-
CTAATATTTTCAAGCCATAAGAAGGAAATATTAAAAG-3‟ 
Reverse primer for upstream region ΔupsE, overlapping 
region 
2012 5‟-CTTCTTATGGCTTGAAAATATTAGCATGTGATATATT 
C-3‟ 
Forward  primer for downstream region ΔupsE, 
overlapping region 
2013 5‟-GTCGGATCCCTTAATCTATCCTTAAGCGAAACGC-3‟  Reverse  primer for downstream region ΔupsE with 
BamHI restriction site 
2015 5‟-GTAAACTGGAAGCCTATAAGG-3‟ reverse sequencing primer ΔupsE 
3506 5‟-CATTCCATGGCAACCTCTTCATTCAATACG-3‟ Forward primer ΔaapF::aapF with NcoI restriction site 
3507 5‟-CATTGGATCCCTCCCTGTCCGTTAGAGAAG-3‟ Reverse primer ΔaapF::aapF with BamHI restriction site 
666 5‟-CTCTGTCTAAAGCCATAAAGATGAG-3‟ Forward sequencing primer ΔaapF::aapF 
667 5‟-ATATCCACCTCATACTCAGACG-3‟ reverse sequencing primer ΔaapF::aapF 
3508 5‟-CATTCCATGGCCGTCCTTACTAAGGAAGTC-3‟ Forward primer ΔupsE::upsE with NcoI restriction site 
3509 5‟-CATTGGATCCCTGAATTAGGCTGCATAATTG-3‟ reverse primer ΔupsE::upsE with BamHI restriction site 
720 5‟-CCCCGAGCTCTCACATGCTAATATTTTCAACC-3‟ reverse sequencing primer ΔupsE::upsE 
724 5‟ -CCCCCGGATCCGATGGATCAGGTATTAGCAGAG-3‟ Forward sequencing primer ΔupsE::upsE 
1424 5‟-ACT GCG TCT ACT GCG TTA TCT TTA TC-3‟ flaB-qRT-PCR-fw 
1425 5‟-GGA GAT AAG TCT ACA CTA GAT ACA CCA GAA-3‟ flaB-qRT-PCR-rev 
1436 5‟-CCA GAA AGG AGC AGA ACG GTA GG-3‟ flaJ-qRT-PCR-fw 
1437 5‟-GCT ATT ACC GAA GCC AAT TCA CCA ATC-3‟ flaJ-qRT-PCR-rev 
696 5‟-CTCTAATTTTAACGTCTCAGTAACTAGC-3‟ aapA-qRT-PCR-rev 
697 5‟-CCTACTTGTTCCATAGGATTGTTAGG-3‟ aapA-qRT-PCR-rev 
3504  5‟-CTTCTATCCCTGCCGGTAGAAC-3‟ aapB-qRT-PCR-rev 
3505 5‟-CTGTGTATGATGCACCTGGAGAG-3‟ aapB-qRT-PCR-rev 
3512 5‟-CTCCTGACTACCAACTGACTATTTATC-3‟ aapF-qRT-PCR-rev 
3513 5‟-GTTCACCAGTAGAATAGCTCTTTACAC-3‟ aapF-qRT-PCR-rev 
2079 5‟-TAGCCAGGGTATGTTCAGTAATC-3‟ upsA-qRT-PCR-rev 
2080 5‟-ACCTAAGTTCCCGTTATTGAC-3‟ upsA-qRT-PCR-rev 
2081 5‟-GACCAATTCGCTATCCAACTC-3‟ upsB-qRT-PCR-rev 
2082 5‟-CTGCATGTCTGATTTCCTACC-3‟ upsB-qRT-PCR-rev 
2075 5‟-GCTAGTAAAGCCAACAAGAGTG-3‟ upsE-qRT-PCR-rev 
2075 5‟-ATATAGTCGCTGCTACCCTATG-3‟ upsE-qRT-PCR-rev 
1480 5‟-CCT GCA ACA TCT ATC CAT AAC ATA CCG A-3‟ secY-housekeep-qRT-PCR-fw 
1481 5‟-CCT CAT AGT GTA TAT GCT TTA GTA GTA G-3‟ secY-housekeep-qRT-PCR-rev 
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Figure. S1. Electronmicroscopic analyses of all constructed deletion mutants in comparison to 
the wild type MW001.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S2. CLSM analysis of complemented upsE and aapF deletion strains. (A) CLSM images 
of 3, 6, and 8 days grown biofilms of the wild type, the Daapf, and the DupsE strain in 
comparison to  the complemented DaapF::aapF and DupsE::upsE strains. The blue channel 
depicts the DAPI stain, the green channel the ConA lectin and in yellow the IB4 lectin is given. 
(B) The black/ white image of the surface coverage of the bottom layer of all the strains shown 
in (A). The length of the bar is 40 µm 
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3.5 In vivo analysis of Ssα-man in S. solfataricus PBL2025 
 
Koerdt A., Jachlewski S., Ghosh A., Wingender J., Siebers B., Albers SV. 2011. 
Complementation of Sulfolobus solfataricus PBL2025 with an α-mannosidase: 
effects on surface attachment and biofilm formation (Submitted to Extremophiles) 
 
N-glycosylation is a protein modification which occurs in all three domains of life and 
usually occurs, so far, in all identified archaeal proteins which are exposed to the 
environment. Compared to S. solfataricus P2, the S. solfataricus spontaneous mutant 
PBL2025 misses 50 genes (SSO3004-3050), including genes coding for a multitude of 
enzymes possibly involved in sugar degradation or metabolism. Furthermore, PBL2025 
possesses altered EPS structure with higher amount of sugars (increased mannose 
and/or glucose) especially during surface attachment and within biofilm in comparison 
to S. solfataricus P2. Therefore, the aim of this study was to find out the prospective 
candidate gene amongst the 50 lacking genes which might be responsible for the 
observed phenotypic differences with respect to the higher production of EPS. We 
complemented PBL2025 with two characterized proteins encoded in this genomic 
region: the α-mannosidase (SSO3006, Ssα-man) and the β-galactosidase LacS 
(SSO3019), and performed comparative fluorescence microscopy and confocal laser 
scanning microscopy to analyze the recombinant strains. In our attempt we could 
express both these proteins in PBL2025 using the virus vector pSVA9 and also could 
successfully purify the expressed proteins. SDS-Page and Western Blot analyzes 
demonstrated a high and specific expression of Ssα-man. Fluorescence (surface 
attached cells) and confocal laser scanning microscopy (biofilm) of PBL2025 
complemented with Ssα-man revealed a change in the EPS production, especially in 
respect to biofilm. The change was clearly related to Ssα-man as no changes observed 
either for the control or LacS. Analysis of the amount of protein and carbohydrates 
within biofilm of all tested strains showed that the complemented strain (Ssα-man) 
resembles the P2. The ConA signal of the complemented (Ssα-man) PBL2025 cell 
envelope (S-Layer) exhibited a strong reduction indicating its possible role in archaeal 
glycosylation.  
 
All experiments of this study were performed by Andrea Koerdt. Abhrajyoti Ghosh 
helped in the purification of the Ssα-man. The measurement of the protein- and 
carbohydrate amount of the different strains were performed by Silke Jachlewski 
(Supervisor Bettina Siebers), and supported by Jost Wingender. The manuscript was 
written by Sonja Verena Albers and Andrea Koerdt, and revised by all authors.  
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4 Discussion  
 
Organisms struggle for their existence and those who can adopt better to subtle 
changes in the environment survive. Each living organism follows different strategies to 
adapt to different environmental conditions and one such strategy is biofilm formation. 
Cells which are part of a biofilm community survive better under adverse conditions in 
comparison to the planktonic living cells (169, 288). In spite of considerable effort to 
understand and analyse this life style, our understanding is mostly restricted to the 
domain bacteria.  
The idea of the third domain of life, archaea, was developed during the 80s from 
groundbreaking studies by Woese and co-workers (311-312). Since then, research on 
this domain demonstrated mainly that archaea are virtually detected in all known 
habitats (not all archaea are extremophiles) (53, 71, 139). It has also been shown that 
archaea exhibit both unique (69, 134) and shared features of bacteria and eukarya 
(45). It has recently been shown that like bacteria, archaea can also form biofilms to 
thrive under different environmental conditions. In the present study the biofilm of the 
Sulfolobus spp. was analysed. This is the first detailed analysis of an archaeal biofilm 
showing the ability of archaea to switch between different lifestyles, e.g., planktonic and 
biofilm, respectively, depending on the environmental conditions (temperature, pH, 
iron-concentrations etc). Three related species were analyzed that belong to the genus 
Sulfolobus for their comparative ability to form biofilm. We aimed to analyze mostly the 
similarities and differences between these strains in their biofilm lifestyle. Owing to the 
fact that Sulfolobus is a thermoacidophile, the primary initiative was to adopt and 
develop biofilm-methods for the analysis at 75°C and pH 2. Subsequently experiments, 
e.g., a method for developing biofilm, microtiter assay, confocal laser scanning 
microscopy (CLSM), surface attachment, staining of biofilm and harvesting of biofilm 
cells (146-147, 327) were successfully designed and will be discussed at the 
appropriate chapter.  
 
4.1 The phenotypical comparison of Sulfolobus spp. biofilm  
 
The first and foremost question in biofilm research is how the biofilm looks like for a 
given organism. Furthermore the next important aspect is to know how physical 
conditions influence the biofilm (262). To answer these questions researchers use 
different biochemical and microscopic methods to analyze biofilms. A commonly used 
method to visualize biofilm is on one hand electron microscopy or CLSM. Both 
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methods have advantages as well as disadvantages with respect to biofilm analysis 
and are dependent largely on the purpose of the analysis. While the electron 
microscopy shows the structure of the cell, appendages and the clusters at a very high 
resolution, this method includes steps which dehydrate structures and could change 
the matrix of the biofilm which contains, according to estimates, 97% water (268). In 
comparison, CLSM is an option to display the biofilm in 3 dimensions in a non-
destructive and real-time manner in which a fluorescent signal is required to probe the 
cells and/or the extra-cellular structures and the resolution is low (154, 223, 298). 
However, both strategies have been used to reveal the architecture of the 
Sulfolobus spp. biofilms (Figure 4-1).  
Many different biofilm phenotypes have been described for bacterial biofilm considering 
the shape, distribution and also the height of biofilms. However, depending on the 
species under study and also the nature of the biofilm (static or dynamic) these 
features have been shown to differ even for the same species. With respect to shape, 
biofilm can be classified in two types; one with the irregular topology which reflects a 
tower-like structure with some voids and low coverage of the surface whereas in case 
of the other type a carpet-structure is evident and is correlated to a generally higher 
surface coverage (136). It is noteworthy to mention at this stage that several factors 
must be taken into account while discussing the architecture of biofilm. It is assumed 
that at least four different biophysical parameters can influence the structure of the 
biofilm and these are the surface or interface properties, hydrodynamics, the nutrients 
and finally the biofilm consortia (262). For example Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 
can form carpet-like biofilm when grown in presence of citrate, benzoate and casamino 
acids, however the same species forms tower-like biofilm structure when grown on 
glucose as a sole carbon source (114, 144, 261).  
For Sulfolobus spp. a similar phenomena was observed although they grew under the 
same conditions, in respect to temperature, pH and media. The major differences with 
respect to the architecture was observed after three days of growth under static biofilm 
condition at which S. acidocaldarius formed a biofilm with tower-like structure, 
S. solfataricus a carpet-like structure while S. tokodaii exhibited a structure with 
characteristics of the before mentioned phenotypes (Figure 4-1; Chapter 3.2; (146). 
Indeed, these differences between the species were observed over a time range of 
three to eight days (Figure 4-1; 6 days old Sulfolobus spp. biofilm). S. acidocaldarius 
was found to produce the most stable biofilm throughout this time range compared to 
other Sulfolobus species. The higher stability might be correlated with the high amount 
of extracellular materials (EPS) as evident from the lectin staining (yellow and green 
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fluorescence signal) in the figure 4-1 (A). The differences regarding the EPS will be 
discussed in depth elsewhere in this chapter. 
 
Figure 4-1: Architecture of 6 days old biofilms of Sulfolobus ssp.: (A) Confocal laser scanning 
microscopy of the S. acidocaldarius, S. solfataricus and S. tokodaii biofilm. In the first line the overview (i) 
and in the second line the sideview (ii) of the biofilm stained with DAPI (blue) and the lectins, ConA (green) 
and IB4 (yellow) is depicted. Bars are 40 µm in length. (B) Scanning electron microscopy of 
S. acidocaldarius, S. solfataricus and S. tokodaii biofilm. The third line shows an overview of the biofilm (i) 
while the fourth line demonstrates parts of the biofilm with higher resolution (ii). Bars are 40 µm (i) or 9 µm 
(ii) in length. 
 
Besides the structural aspects also the transcriptomic and proteomic data showed next 
to some similarities clear differences between the three strains. A detailed analysis is 
required for the understanding how Sulfolobus biofilm develops to reveal some 
possible reasons for the differences. However, the following part will further compare 
the three species while in the last part of this comparison a conclusive hypothesis will 
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be introduced which connects the so far obtained results and brings them in correlation 
to the native habitat of Sulfolobus spp.  
 
4.2 The matrix of the biofilm 
 
The matrix, the extracellular substances (EPS), of the biofilm is a key component of 
this lifestyle and required for several benefits. It is assumed that the EPS sustains the 
structure and is used as a glue to connect the cells and additionally for protection for 
instance against shearing forces (264). Therefore, the analysis of the matrix is an issue 
of major importance. Regrettably, the biofilm matrix of archaea has not been studied in 
detail so far, while just for Archeoglobus fulgidus it is known that the EPS produced in 
biofilm contains protein, polysaccharide, and metals (152). However, this study did not 
provide any data about the biochemical composition of the matrix. It was postulated 
that the EPS of archaea might be similar to those of bacteria; however, lack of 
evidence further hindered the progress in the field. The matrix of bacterial biofilm is 
composed of proteins, glycoproteins, glycolipid, polysaccharides or eDNA (83, 267). 
The determination of the proportion of each of these components is difficult to evaluate 
due to the challenge that in the process of purification of the EPS often contamination 
by the cell or macromolecules occur, which are tightly associated with the EPS (83). 
Additionally, the growth conditions govern the composite of the matrix leading to 
changes in dependency of the nutrients, temperature or pH (87, 141-142, 145, 293, 
300, 313). In spite of these problems the current knowledge, considering the bacterial 
EPS, increases continuously. So far several components of the matrix have been 
identified and the functional support for the biofilm formation and stability is proven. 
Major components of the bacterial biofilm are exopolysaccharides while one of the best 
studied one is the alginate of the mucoid P. aeruginosa. Beside alginate two other 
exopolysacchrides contribute the biofilm formation, the polysaccharides Psl and Pel 
(43, 234). Owing to the advanced knowledge, especially to bacterial biofilm, the operon 
which codes for the exopolysaccarides as well as the sugar composition is known (86-
87, 167). An induction of expression levels or the deletion of the exopolysacchride 
production leads to increased attachment, change of the architecture, or in the case of 
the deletion to strains with to a defect in biofilm formation (167). Indeed, the deletion of 
genes which codes for enzymes involved in polysaccharide production of the biofilm 
matrix result in a defect in biofilm formation for other species as well; for instance the 
vps locus of Vibrio cholerae (305) or colonic acid operon of Escherichia coli (65).  
Although there exists no information on the archaeal biofilm matrix, there is some 
information available for the exopolysacchride synthesis in archaea. Haloferax 
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mediterranei possess a polymer which is composed of the sugars like mannose, 
glucose, amino sugars, uronic acids and large amounts of sulphate (16, 231). Other 
examples are Natronococcus occultis which produces a polysaccharide containing L-
glutamat (197) or Natrialba aegyptiaca which produces poly-γ-D-(glutamtat) (PGA) 
(115). A study of exopolysaccharides of Thermococcus litoralis showed the presence of 
a sulfated, mannan-like sugar while it was assumed it might be involved in biofilm.  
In Sulfolobus spp. the operons encoding the exopolysaccaride (glucose, mannose, 
glucosamine and galactose; (196)) biosynthesis genes are unknown. Using lectin 
based staining (mannose or glucose (ConA), N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GS-II) and α-D-
galactosyl (IB4)) of the biofilm matrix as it is usual for bacteria (155, 166, 191) we could 
successfully demonstrate the presence of sugars that were identified previously as part 
of exopolysaccharides in Sulfolobus. The most of the secreted proteins of archaea are 
glycosylated, e.g., flagellins (192), pilins (193) or S-Layer proteins (179, 213, 266) and 
for S. acidocaldarius is known that the branched glycan tree of the S-Layer contains 
two mannose residues and a glucose residue (213) to which ConA could bind. It could 
be argued that the obtained ConA signal stems from the stained S-Layer but there are 
some facts against this argumentation. First of all, direct cell to cell connection were 
visualized by ConA (Chapter 3.2; (146)) which definitely do not contain S-Layer and 
secondly there were also EPS clouds in the top of biofilm stained which do not contain 
cells (Chapter 3.2; (146)). Furthermore, another indication for the staining of secreted 
proteins to which the lectins bind is given by the comparison of the ConA signal of 
S. solfataricus and PBL2025. PBL2025 lacks 50 genes involved in sugar metabolism 
and transport (240). Interestingly, with respect to the ConA signal the intensity of 
wildtype is recovered by complementation of PBL2025 with SSO3006 which codes for 
the α-mannosidase (Ssα-man). Ssα-man is involved in the degradation of α(1,2), 
α(1,3), and α(1,6)-D-mannobiose as well as the demannosylation of glycosylated 
protein (61). In eukarya a homolog of the α-mannosidase is involved in glycan trimming 
(112). Therefore the Ssα-man might serve a similar function in S. solfataricus. If this is 
the case, it can be concluded that the obtained ConA signal of Sulfolobus ssp biofilm 
stems also from glycosylated proteins beside to exopolysaccharides.  
Nevertheless, S. acidocaldarius in comparison to the other species was found to 
produce a high amount of extracellular substances after three days of biofilm 
development at which these substances were located at the top of the biofilm. In 
contrast, S. solfataricus showed no comparable structures in the upper part of biofilm 
and S. tokodaii was found to produce comparatively less EPS in these areas (Chapter 
3.2, (146)). Another common observation in Sulfolobus ssp. biofilm was related to the 
eDNA which support in bacteria the stability of several biofilms (136). A negligible 
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amount of eDNA was detected by staining Sulfolobales spp biofilm with DAPI (binds to 
extra- and intracellular DNA) and DDAO (bind to extracellular DNA). In Sulfolobus ssp. 
biofilm the DNAse treatment exhibit a reduction of the little amount of eDNA but the 
stability and the structure remained undisturbed (Chapter 3.2, (146)). We therefore 
concluded that eDNA plays no role in stabilizing the biofilm architecture in 
Sulfolobus spp.. 
 
4.3 Transcriptional and proteomic profile of Sulfolobus biofilm 
 
It can be expected that the transition from the planktonic to the biofilm lifestyle is 
associated with a significant change in the expression of genes as well as the 
synthesized proteins. Such differences were previously analyzed and demonstrated in 
several bacterial species, in which the results indicated that, the amount or percentage 
of differences is dependent on fluctuation of physiochemical parameters. In bacteria, 
the comparison of planktonic cells to biofilm cells revealed that in general 1-15% of the 
genes were differentially expressed (30, 225, 241, 257, 310). The regulated genes 
mostly are coding for proteins responsible for the development of matrix, involved in 
stress condition or anaerobic growth (14, 28, 136). A common responsive expression 
pattern within bacteria however was not evident from these studies indicating that 
different bacterial species behave differently during the transition from planktonic to 
biofilm lifestyle.  
Among Sulfolobus spp. we expected to find a common response in the proteome and 
transcriptome between the planktonic and biofilm style of life. However, to our surprise, 
only very few genes or proteins were in either of the approaches commonly regulated. 
In general the expression pattern of biofilm cells, in comparison to the planktonic cells, 
showed significant alteration across all the three species (Chapter 3.3, (147) 
(transcriptom: S. acidocaldarius 15%, S. solfataricus 3.4% and S. tokodaii 1%). These 
obtained transcriptional differences were found to be comparable with the results of 
bacterial biofilm (E. coli 5.5% (225) or Bacillus subtilis of 14% (224)). Transcriptional 
analysis of P. aeruginosa biofilm showed conversely a broad range of percentage, 
ranging from 1% (310) up to ~12% (301). Obviously, fluctuations are expected 
depending on the culture conditions used in the respective studies (301, 310).  
In Sulfolobus spp. biofilm, most of the differentially regulated gene or proteins were 
found to be associated with functions related to energy production and conversion, 
adaptation to environmental changes or stress-responses, substrate transfer, amino 
acid-, lipid-, carbohydrate- metabolism and motility (surface appendages). Additionally, 
some regulated proteins were possibly involved in the regulatory network or involved in 
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other cellular processes (Chapter 3.3, (147)). It should be noted that the received data 
reflected the situation of a two days old biofilm which is regarding to the current 
knowledge, a young biofilm and corresponds to the stage of the maturation I.  
However, the most striking observation was a common up-regulation of a Lrs14-like 
protein and the down-regulation of 3-oxoacyl-(acyl-carrier-protein) reductase (FabG) in 
all the three species used in our study.  
In P. aeruginosa the FabG protein is participating in the production of the quorum 
sensing autoinducer (AI) (116). In reference to the cell to cell communication, quorum 
sensing molecules attracted immense attention in recent years (13, 95). In 
Sulfolobus spp. commonly down-regulated gene 3-oxoacyl-(acyl-carrier-protein) 
reductase (FabG) is a first indication of the possible existence of cell to cell 
communication in this organism. However, further research needs to be performed to 
unravel whether quorum sensing plays a role during the development of the biofilm in 
Sulfolobus spp..  
Lrs14-like proteins, present in both bacteria and archaea, are transcriptional regulators 
and members of Lrp-AsnC bacterial transcriptional regulator family (leucine-responsive 
regulatory protein) (189). In in E. coli Lrs14-like transcription factors were shown to 
regulate approximately 75 genes (52). In Sulfolobus spp. several Lrp14-like protein 
homologs are present and the corresponding genes are dispersed across the whole 
genome. S. solfataricus has seven Lrp-like proteins among which five of them have 
been characterized (LysM (44), Ss-Lrp (58), Ss-LrpB (211), Lrs14 (189) and Sta1 (2)) 
while for S. acidocaldarius only one Lrp-like protein, Sa-Lrp (80) (orthology to Ss-Lrp) 
was characterized. With exception of Sta1, the expression of Lrp-like proteins is auto-
regulated. Interestingly, the Lrs14 (SSO1108) of S. solfataricus exhibits, at first, high 
homology to the common regulated Lrs14-like proteins of the Sulfolobus ssp. 
(SSO1101, ST0837 and Saci_1223) and secondly, is up-regulated in biofilm as well. 
This indicates that the function of Lrs14 is similar to these homologs, especially 
because Lrs14 accumulates in the midexponential and late growth phase (189), which 
would again underline the persistent character of biofilm. Nevertheless, the Lrs14-like 
protein is very promising regarding to the regulation of some or several genes during 
biofilm formation and is currently an important subject of research. It might be 
interesting to figure out if they regulate more than one gene; if they exhibit, as it is 
known for E. coli, a more global regulation pattern; and lastly if they recognize along 
the three species promoters of different genes and therefore the dissimilarity between 
the three species occurs in biofilm maturation.  
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4.4 Development of S. acidocaldarius biofilm 
 
As the project progressed, it became clear that the biofilm formation of 
S. acidocaldarius showed the most interesting features. In general, this organism 
formed the strongest biofilms and produced the highest amount of EPS. Furthermore, 
this strain was the most attractive in our study as the genetic tools are available 
(marker less deletion and inducible expression). Therefore, a detailed analysis of 
biofilm formation in S. acidocaldarius was initiated.  
Hence, a time course up to seven days was performed (Figure 4-2) to figure out how 
the structure of the biofilm changes and whether this process resembles the stages 
known from bacterial biofilm maturation. Naturally, similar experiments were performed 
for the other two Sulfolobus ssp. strains as well (Figure 4-1), for which significant 
differences or similarities will be mentioned is this section as well.  
The analyses demonstrated that the cell density (Figures 4-2; A (i)) and the height of 
the S. acidocaldarius biofilm increased from 20-25 µm up to 40-60 µm after 7 days 
(Figures 4-2; A, C (ii)) while this increase was also observed for S. solfataricus and 
S. tokodaii (Figure 4-1; A (ii))) (Chapter 3.2, (146)). The extracellular material could be 
visualized in two locations; firstly between the cells for the anchorage to each other and 
to the surface as it is known for bacteria (63, 136, 187); secondly in areas in the top of 
the biofilm, while there were no cells detected. It seems that the cells within biofilm 
secreted a high amount of these substances (which might be exopolysaccharides 
and/or glycosylated proteins) and over time covered the cells, possibly acting as a 
protective shield (Figure 4-2; B; D). Similar, but in a reduced form, was the situation in 
S. tokodaii while S. solfataricus did not produce this layer on the top of the biofilm 
(Figure 4-1). However, during the maturation the composition of the matrix was found 
to be changed in all three tested species with time which was evident from the time 
(time curve) dependent lectin staining.  
The Figure 4-2 E illustrates the biofilm formation of S. acidocaldarius. At the third and 
fourth day the green ConA (glucose and mannose) signal exhibited the strongest 
intensity, while at the fourth day the yellow signals for IB4 (α-Dgalactosyl) and GS-II (N-
acetyl-D-glucosamine) became gradually stronger (Figure 4-2; B, D, E). At the fifth and 
seventh days the yellow signal by IB4 as well as GS-II signal was predominant and the 
green ConA signal reduced gradually and disappeared almost completely at the 
seventh day. A comparable situation occurred for S. tokodaii and S. solfataricus. 
S. acidocaldarius displayed a decrease in cell numbers towards the seventh day 
(Figure 4-2; A (ii), C). The cells started to invade into the higher levels of the 
community while they were embedded or connected to a substance to which the lectins 
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could bind (Figure 4-2; B (ii), D, E). It is important to underline that the cells which grew 
in this manner were not stably connected to the lower section of the biofilm. 
 
 
Figure 4-2: Development of S. acidocaldarius biofilm. The biofilm formation of S. acidocaldarius 
analyzed over a time range from three to the seventh day (the sixth days datapoint gave no additional 
supporting information) and stained with DAPI and the lectins ConA (green), IB4 (B, yellow) and GS-II (D, 
yellow). In A and B is demonstrated one of the replicates stained with DAPI (A), IB4 and ConA (B; overlay 
of all three signals) while C and D are the second replicate stained with DAPI (C) GS-II and ConA (D; 
overlay of all three signals). For A and B the overview (i) and the sideview (ii) is shown and for C and D 
just the sideview (ii). E is the illustrating, in a model-like manner, the sideview of the biofilm development of 
S. acidocaldarius.  
 
Clearly, in the development of bacterial biofilm a similar behaviour can be observed. 
Based on the current model of bacterial biofilm, the start of the EPS production is 
important for the transition from attachment to the stage of maturation I (63, 186-187, 
199). This can be also observed in the early stage of the Sulfolobus spp. biofilm 
(Chapter 3.2; (146)) (three days). In the transcriptomic analysis two genes were 
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identified as up-regulated and were correlated to higher EPS production. However, 
further analysis needs to be performed in order to confirm their exact role in the EPS 
production. One of these genes shows homology to the NAD-dependent 
epimerase/dehydratase of Metallosphaera sedula, where its participation in 
exopolysaccharides synthesis is highly suggested (19). The other gene codes for a 
glycosyl transferase, which in bacteria was found to be involved in the synthesis of 
heteropolymeric EPS structures (156). The over expression of these genes in bacterial 
biofilm have been demonstrated, while the deletion led to changes in EPS production 
(149). In particular, the higher EPS production in S. acidocaldarius possibly indicates 
the higher stability of the biofilm in comparison with S. solfataricus and S. tokodaii and 
most likely is responsible for it. It is obvious that additional research needs to be done 
to confirm or refute this hypothesis.  
Nevertheless, the growth or/and motility of S. acidocaldarius at the seventh day can be 
compared to bacterial behaviour which also release cells at this stage from the biofilm 
into the planktonic phase. This might be caused by two reasons or most possible by a 
combination of these two: At first, in the later stages of bacterial biofilm the cells can 
form tower-like structure, parted by channels and void (10, 154) which leads to a better 
access to nutrients. Beside this higher share forces in hydrodynamic systems at the 
higher positions of the towers can cause some of the cell clusters to fall down that in 
turn enables these to colonize new substrates which results in a decrease of cell mass 
in the biofilm (107, 185, 263). This strategy could be used by S. acidocaldarius as well, 
such that the seventh day of the development represents the later stage leading to 
dispersal of the cell clusters. 
Secondly, another interesting possibility exists regarding the motility of the cells. 
Motility is indeed evident in the later stages of some bacterial biofilms. For example the 
fruiting bodies of Myxococcus xanthus also show motility which is type-IV pili 
dependent (164). In some bacteria like P. aeruginosa and Serratia marcescens (39, 74, 
170), mature biofilms contain two distinct subpopulations within the biofilm. In order to 
demonstrate two sub-populations, P. aeruginosa biofilm was treated with antimicrobial 
peptide colistin that showed the higher sensitivity of the cells located at the stalks 
(sessile) compared to those located at the cup (motile) of the biofilm. (105). 
Additionally, the stalk and cup cells exhibit also differences related to the production 
and secretion of distinct substances. One is for instance eDNA, acting as matrix 
component; the biosurfactant rhamnolipid is another substance involved in processes 
of dispersal while both are produced by subpopulations of the stalk (10, 160). 
Considering the motility, the eDNA produced by the stalk plays an important role, 
because P. aeruginosa form tower-structured biofilms by the use of eDNA. In other 
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words, cells located at the stalk use the secreted eDNA to climb to the top of the biofilm 
by the uptake of these mentioned eDNA by type-IV pili (10, 292).  
In view of S. acidocaldarius and the increased tower-like structures at the seventh day, 
which are completely embedded in EPS (IB4) or in contact to the cells (GS-II), it might 
be interesting to explore if this more separate located cells arrived at this position by 
active moving/sliding along the EPS or if this happened by simple growing. Further 
experiments are necessary to shed light on this postulate.  
 
4.5 The role of surface appendages in Sulfolobus biofilm 
 
Many organisms use their surface appendages for attachment and the development of 
biofilm (40, 176, 182, 216). However, for other organisms surface appendages play a 
minor role in these events (145, 217, 238, 257, 281). The influence of flagella or pili for 
attachment to a surface was demonstrated for members in the domain of archaea. 
Pyrococcus furiosus can attach to different abiotic surfaces using its flagella. However, 
the attachment was abolished when the cells were treated with flagella specific 
antibodies (190). Comparatively, by the use of antibodies against the Mth60 fimbriae of 
Methanothermobacter thermoautotrophi the attachment is decreased. Furthermore the 
deletion of either the flagella or pili, as well as the double knock out, in Methanococcus 
maripaludis leads to the loss of the attachment phenotype (128). While flagella are 
increasingly shown to be essential in attachment for many archaeal species, it was 
found to be dispensable in H. volcanii (281). Rather the study of Tripepi and Coworkers 
(281) reported a type IV pili-like structure which might be essential for attachment and 
is found to be processed by the same peptidase (PibD) as the flagellins.  
In S. solfataricus the Ups-pili and the flagella are found to be essential for attachment 
while they play a minor role in biofilm development (Chapter 3.2; (146)). In fact, 
bacterial flagella mutants can exhibit a similar behaviour: they are unable to attach but 
can still form directly multi-layered micro colonies (153, 209). S. acidocaldarius 
exhibits, next to Ups-pili and flagella, an additional appendage called the Aap-pili 
(archaeal adherence pili), which was studied in more detail in this work. For the 
construction of surface appendages deletion mutants a S. acidocaldarius wildtype 
derived strain, MW001 was used (uracil auxotrophic pyrE-deletion strain; Wagner et al, 
unpublished).  
The MW001 biofilms exhibit small differences in the architecture of the biofilm in 
comparison to the wild type strain DSM639, possibly because of the change in the 
uridine monophosphate (UMP) synthesis pathway. In general the phenotype reflects 
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the wild type phenotype, but in an attenuated form, implicating that the clusters are 
smaller and the EPS production is reduced. A similar situation occurs in an UMP 
synthesis mutants of P. aeruginosa, while as this mutant showed reduced biofilm 
formation as well (282). Therefore, a complementation on the genomic level of MW001 
was performed to restore the wild type situation. Surprisingly, although several different 
clones were tested for biofilm formation and even though the gene sequence 
corresponded to the wild type, the MW001 phenotype was maintained for an unknown 
reason. However, the deletions of the surface appendages were performed using 
MW001 as background strain. All possible single, double and triple deletion mutants 
were constructed for a detailed analysis of attachment and biofilm formation. In general 
electron microscopic analysis revealed that the MW001 possesses usually 3-4 flagella 
and a high amount of Aap-pili, while the visualization of the Ups-pili are difficult under 
the tested conditions (Figure 4-3 B (i)). The Ups-pili are smaller in size and normally 
highly induced after UV light stress (89). Interestingly, the ∆aapF (aapF encodes for 
central membrane protein in Aap-pili assembly system) mutant exhibits as expected no 
Aap-pili, but a very high amount of flagella on its cell surface (Figure 4-3 B (ii)).  
In contrast to S. solfataricus all single knock outs of the appendages, derived from 
MW001, were still able to attach to a glass surface. However, the number of attached 
cells was changed; for the ∆aapF deletion mutant attachment increased up to 30%, 
whereas for ∆flaJ a decrease of approximately 30% was observed, while for the ∆upsE 
mutant attachment increased to around 80% (Chapter 3.4). A change in attachment 
was more predominant in deletion strains that lack two or three appendages. With only 
the exception of the ∆upsE/∆flaJ mutant, in which the attachment increased more than 
150%, all the double and triple mutants exhibited a reduced attachment of 
approximately 60-70% (Chapter 3.4). Furthermore, it was also observed that the 
∆aapF-mutant, which is highly flagellated, attached as cell clusters rather than as 
single cells which holds true for MW001 (Figure 4-3; B, C). Therefore the appendages 
were found to be important for attachment in S. acidocaldarius, but deletions did not 
lead to immediate loss off the ability to attach as observed in S. solfataricus (Chapter 
3.1; (327)). The situation in MW001 reflects a possible cross-talk between the surface 
appendages with respect to attachment to different surfaces. Further experiments 
might shed light on their precise role in each of the above mentioned events. 
Nevertheless, the biofilm formation of the deletion mutants unravelled the influence of 
these appendages. Three distinct phenotypes are evident in the studied mutants as 
described in the appropriate section and for remembrance depicted in figure 4-3 A 
(Chapter 3.4).  
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Briefly, the first phenotype, termed as wild type phenotype (MW001 and the ∆flaJ 
deletion mutant); and characterized by the layer of cells covering the bottom of the 
structured biofilm and connected to each other (averages height after 3 days is around 
25 µm). The next phenotype is the Ups-phenotype (∆upsE and ∆upsE/.∆flaJ deletion 
mutant), which displays similar bottom coverage as for the MW001 strain, but at higher 
level the cell density decreases and almost no cells are detectable (Chapter 3.4). Large 
tower-like structures consisting of a high amount of EPS are visible in this case, but 
only few cells (Figure 4-3; A). Usually, the Ups-pili are not visible by electron 
microscopy without UV-treatment, but obviously they do influence the biofilm formation. 
Whereas the requirement for cell aggregation during UV-stress has been demonstrated 
(89-90), the exact role these appendages play for the architecture of the biofilm is still 
elusive. The last biofilm phenotype is the Aap-phenotype, which is dominant over all 
other phenotypes. In other words, all mutants in which the Aap-pili are lacking showed 
a high surface coverage, very tense cell layers and a slightly reduced height (3 days; 
20-22 µm) (Figure 4-3; A) (Chapter 3.4). This phenotype emerged when the aapF is 
deleted resulting in hyper-flagellated cells (Figure 4-3; C). However the deletion of the 
other genes from aap-operon did not exhibit the same effect (Henche et al, 
unpublished). Therefore AapF seems to be involved in transcriptional regulation that 
also links to the expression of the flagella genes.  
Nevertheless, the first assumption which arises, considering the cell density, is that the 
flagella are responsible for the closer cell to cell contacts (Figure 4-3; A). Although the 
deletion of the flagella led to a slight reduction in the attachment, the biofilm formation 
remains unaltered. This indicates that similar to other organisms the flagella in this 
case are also involved in surface attachment.  
Recently, Díaz and coworkers demonstrated that the flagella of surface attached 
P. fluorescens getting in contact to neighbouring cells, probably driven by attracting 
forces (72). It might be that the higher amount of flagella in the ∆aapF deletion mutant 
leads to a closer contact of the cells resulting in cluster formation and higher cell 
density within the biofilm (Figure 4-3 A). Conversely, mutants in which both the flagella 
and the AapF pili were deleted (∆aapF/∆flaJ and ∆aapF/∆flaJ/∆upsE) the cell density 
within the biofilm remained unaltered. So, this phenotype definitely refutes that only the 
flagella are responsible for this phenotype. On the other hand the cluster formation 
during surface attachment is clearly evident in the hyper flagellated ∆aapF mutant, but 
not in either the ∆aapF/∆flaJ or the ∆aapF/∆flaJ/∆upsE deletion strains. 
In bacteria several factors influence the ability to surface attachment and biofilm 
formation, for instance cell surface hydrophobicity, presence of pili/flagella and the EPS 
production. 
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Figure 4-3: Surface appendages mutants of S. acidocaldarius MW001. (A) The model like illustration 
of the three distinct biofilm phenotypes of MW001 and the surface appendages mutants ∆flaJ, ∆aapF and 
∆upsE. The phenotype of MW001 and ∆flaJ is comparable and therefore depicted as one phenotype. (B) 
Electron microscopy of MW001- (i) and ∆aapF -cells (ii). These pictures illustrate which surface 
appendage exhibited by each strain and reflects the distribution of those. (C) The Model representation of 
single cells of MW001 (i) and ∆aapF (ii) based on the observation of the electron microscopy. Both cells 
exhibit flagella and Ups-Pili while the Aap-pili are just present in the MW001 strain. Additionally, the model 
clarifies the differences regarding to the abundance of the flagella. 
 
The hydrophobicity of the cell surface plays an important role for adhesion to a surface. 
Usually, bacteria are negatively charged and exhibit surface components with 
hydrophobic character (73, 289). Surface structures, however, also contribute to the 
cell surface hydrophobicity. For instance it was shown that fimbriae have no effect on 
the surface attachment itself, but its component proteins possess a high proportion of 
hydrophobic amino acids resulting in the hydrophobic nature of the surface (73, 208). 
This supports the hypothesis that probably this hydrophobicity of the cell surface 
equips the cells with the ability to overcome the initial electrostatic repulsion barrier 
between substrate and cell (35, 73). An indication that the hydrophobicity of the cell 
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surface or the substrate is important for the attachment or the biofilm formation of 
Sulfolobus ssp. is obtained by the fact that Sulfolobus ssp form biofilms preferably on 
hydrophilic surfaces (Chapter 3.2; (146)). Moreover, until recently there was no 
information available regarding the effect of cell charge or hydrophobicity in either the 
attachment or the biofilm formation in archaea. The present study, however, strongly 
suggests the existence of a similar scenario like in bacteria. Further experiments are 
needed to prove the interpretation of the current observations. In MW001 all three 
appendages (flagella, Aap- and Ups-Pili) are present leading to the presence of a 
precisely defined force (cell charge or hydrophobicity) that exists between the cells. 
Attractive and pushing forces are in balance, keeping the cells in a specific distance to 
each other and responsible for the distinct way of attachment and the structure of 
biofilm, which is characteristic for MW001 (Figure 4-4; A; B (i)).  
 
 
Figure 4-4: Influence of surface appendages and the predicted change in forces between cells. (A) 
Illustration of the distance between the surface attached and in biofilm of MW001 and ∆aapF mutants. The 
model is based on results of surface attachment, CLSM and the calculation of bottom coverage (Chapter 
3.4). (B) Model of the predicted forces between cells in dependency of the abundance of surface 
appendages. (i) For MW001 is assumed that the attractive and pushing forces in equilibrium. (ii) With 
higher number of flagella increases the attractive forces while for the Aap-Pili (iii) pushing forces 
demonstrated.  
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If aapF is deleted the cell express a high number of flagella and form clusters during 
surface attachment (Figure 4-4; A). Hence, it can be concluded that the level of 
attracting forces increases (Figure 4-4; B (ii)). In fact, if the flagella and the Aap pili are 
lacking the cluster formation during surface attachment is abolished, but still the high 
cell density within biofilm can be observed. This might be explainable by reduction of 
pushing forces, normally powered by the Aap pili (Figure 4-4, B (iii)). Certainly, this 
hypothesis needs to be proven by further experiments 
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5 Conclusive hypothesis  
 
5.1 Biofilm formation in consideration of the native habitat 
 
The tower-like biofilm of S. acidocaldarius is the most stable biofilm with the highest 
resistance against shear forces, in contrast to that of S. solfataricus and S. tokodaii 
which are less stable. With respect to the native habitat, it was recently shown that for 
re-isolation of Sulfolobus strains different position within the volcanic spring increases 
the possibility for selecting a specific Sulfolobus ssp.. In other words, if a sample is 
taken from the crusts around the volcanic spring the most abundant species is 
S. acidocaldarius (Karl-Otto Stetter, personal communication), whereas if it is taken 
from the middle of the spring (were the “liquid” flow and the share forces are higher) it 
is mostly S. tokodaii and S. solfataricus (Christa Schleper, personal communication). 
The native habitats of the Sulfolobales are hot volcanic spring and they grow under 
laboratory condition optimally at 75°C and pH around 2. Volcanic habitats can be found 
under marine conditions (which will not be discussed here) or continental locations 
(solfataras), from which the Sulfolobus ssp. have been isolated. Solfataras are boiling 
springs, mudholes, and heated soils which contain a high amount of sulfur and a pH 
that can vary between highly acidic and almost neutral (also slightly alkaline in some 
cases) (48). 
Volcanic springs exhibit a gradient of different physical and chemical properties like 
carbon sources, iron concentration, oxygen, pH, temperature and sulfate-derivates (85, 
122, 244, 303, 321). In figure 5-1 the gradient of some traits are demonstrated; on one 
hand temperature and pH from the middle of the spring vary to the edges and on the 
other hand the temperature, pH, ferric iron and oxygen concentrations vary from the 
surface layer to deeper regions. In the centre of the hot spring is the source of the 
volcanic stream located and is therefore associated with a very high temperature and 
acidic pH (Figure 5-1, A). With respect to the depth the upper part (around 30 cm) is 
highly acidic (pH 0.5-4), aerobic and rich in ferric iron (122, 259-260), whereas the 
lower part the environment is anaerobic and the pH is higher (259-260) (Figure 5-1, B). 
In general both zones (upper and lower part) contain high concentrations of sulfur 
(244).  
Based on the results of this work and the conditions in the native habitat a hypothesis 
is proposed regarding the preferred area for optimal colonization by the different 
Sulfolobus ssp.. However, the three related species developed over the time 
(evolution) and became specialized and favour distinct conditions and can be found in 
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delimited areas (Figure 5-1). This statement can be supported by the analysis of biofilm 
under different stress conditions and the different areas within the native habitat from 
which a certain strain can be isolated with higher possibility. S. acidocaldarius prefers 
to stay in biofilm at the crusts near to the edges of the springs (Figure 5-1, A; yellow 
circle). This work confirmed this observation on the basis of result that the efficiency of 
biofilm formation increased at lower temperatures (60°C) and a pH around 5-6 for 
S. acidocaldarius (Chapter 3.2; (146)). These conditions can be found at the edges of 
the spring. Additionally, it was detected that the biofilm of S. acidocaldarius was the 
most stable one. Although S. tokodaii, as well as S. solfataricus stay preferably in the 
middle of the hot spring, S. solfataricus seems to tolerate temperatures above 80°C. 
While for S. solfataricus the most efficient biofilm is formed at 85°C, for S. tokodaii the 
biofilm formation starts to decrease at this temperature (Chapter 3.2; (146)). 
 
 
Figure 5-1: Illustration of the physically and chemical gradient of the solfataras. (A) Overview of a 
mudhole: the middle of the big circle demonstrates in a scheme the center of a mudhole with the higher 
“liquid” flow; while (B) reflects the sideview of the hole. The arrows indicate if the temperature (red), pH 
(green) ferric iron concentration (black) or oxygen (blue) concentration is increasing or decreasing along 
the habitat. The small colored circles shows the preferred location in the habitat of S. acidocaldarius 
(yellow), S. tokodaii (orange) and S. solfataricus (blue). 
 
The figure 5-1 showed that S. solfataricus (Figure 5-1, A; blue circle) is located more 
close to the middle of the hot springs than S. tokodaii (Figure 5-1, A; orange circle). 
Furthermore, it was also shown that the combination of high iron concentrations and 
high pH led to a dramatically increased formation of biofilm for S. tokodaii and 
S. acidocaldarius, whereas S. solfataricus cannot tolerate these combined stresses 
(Chapter 3.2; (146)). Therefore, it could be concluded that S. solfataricus (Figure 5-1, 
B: blue circle) is located in positions with lower iron concentration, higher temperatures 
and high pH. On the contrary, S. acidocaldarius and S. tokodaii can form biofilm more 
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efficiently if the pH is around 5, the iron concentration is high, and the temperature is 
65°C for (S. tokodaii; orange circle) or 60°C (S. acidocaldarius; yellow circle) (Figure 5-
1 B). Indeed, under these conditions it can be generalized that S. acidocaldarius and 
S. tokodaii are closer to the surface (higher iron concentration, lower temperature), 
whereas S. solfataricus is in the deeper regions (lower iron concentration, higher 
temperature). The experiments which were performed during this study strongly 
support this hypothesis, but surely do not reflect the real situation in which several 
other aspects like other species, nutrients, the oxygen level, other heavy metals or 
chemical compounds influence the growth of the strains.  
 
5.2 The role of oxygen in Sulfolobus biofilm  
 
The concentration of oxygen is an important feature for biofilm formation and was a 
matter of interest in the past for bacterial biofilm research. With the use of 
microelectrodes it was demonstrated for instance for Klebsiella pneumoniae and 
P. aeruginosa that the concentration of oxygen decreases in the lower parts of the 
biofilm when the thickness of biofilm increases (15, 302). The cells in the upper part 
consume the oxygen resulting in the reduction of both oxygen and nutrients in the 
biofilm. Thus, cells at the lowest point may exhibit an anaerobic metabolism (136). 
Furthermore, for some bacterial species it has been shown that the depletion of oxygen 
and the accumulation of anaerobic metabolic products can lead to the dispersal of the 
biofilm. For instance, the abrupt decrease of the oxygen level in the Shewanella 
oneidensis biofilm leads to the dissolving of the cell assemblies (278). Apart from this, 
P. aeruginosa exhibits the dispersal of biofilm during nitrosative stress induced by the 
synthesis of reactive nitrogen intermediates, which are side products of anaerobic 
respiration (22). Often the poor supply of required nutrients and oxygen correlates with 
forced or induced cell lyses and cell dead (177, 306). The induced cell lyses appears to 
be part of the program of the development for the release of eDNA as part of the 
matrix, which is for some species required for the stability of the biofilm (34, 174, 221, 
277, 309) and was discussed in detail above.  
Members of Sulfolobales are strict aerobes. On this account, it might be a problem for 
the cells with respect to the fact that within the biofilm clusters the oxygen 
concentration is low. Furthermore, in lower areas of the native habitat the concentration 
of oxygen drops down and conditions become anaerobic (259-260). Precisely, this led 
to the assumption that oxygen depletion is one of the major reasons for the reduction in 
Sulfolobus ssp. biofilm formation in the native habitat that can eventually lead to forced 
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cell death. Interestingly, it was demonstrated via Life-Dead staining that around 90% of 
the cells in the three days old biofilm are alive, which implies that no stress conditions 
are present (Chapter 3.2; (146)). Additionally, transcriptomic and proteomic results of 
two days old Sulfolobus ssp. biofilm indicate that the conditions are aerobic as the 
genes for respiratory pathways were found to be up-regulated (Chapter 3.3; (147)). 
Indeed, a similar phenomenon was evident in both E. coli K-12 and Salmonella 
enterica serovar Typhimurium biofilm in which the cytochrome o ubiquinol oxidase 
subunits were found up-regulated (28, 109).  
During the study of the Sulfolobus ssp. biofilm, Simon and Coworkers published that 
S. solfataricus growth is unaltered at a O2 range between 1.5%- 24% (252). They also 
suggested that under low oxygen condition the energy transduction becomes more 
efficient reflected by the rate of glucose consumption which did not change, but 
nevertheless a change in the transcriptional pattern was observed (252). Indeed, also 
in Sulfolobus ssp. biofilm changes in the RNA and protein levels of the genes involved 
in energy metabolism were evident (Chapter 3.3; (147)). Under these circumstances 
and assuming that S. acidocaldarius and S. tokodaii also grow under micro-aerophilic 
condition it is drawing following conclusion. The three Sulfolobus species form biofilm 
and prefer to stay in certain location within the habitat. The cells most likely exhibit a 
stationary growth phase character. This is supported by the up-regulation of the 
transcriptional regulators Lrs14 (SSO1108) in S. solfataricus and the common 
regulation of homologs in the three species (Chapter 3.3 (147); Lrs14-like: Saci_1223, 
SSO1101 and ST0837) while for Lrs14 is demonstrated that it is accumulating in the 
midexponential and late growth stages (189). Furthermore, similar to what was already 
demonstrated for bacterial biofilm (18, 274), the metabolism of Sulfolobus spp. biofilm 
showed down regulation of the genes encoding enzymes involved in to the tricarboxylic 
acid cycle at RNA-level reflecting lower metabolic activities (Chapter 3.3 (147)).Indeed, 
this persistent lifestyle is common in bacteria as well and one of the reason for the 
higher resistance of biofilm against toxic components (161). That means that the cells 
within the biofilm show, because of the limitation of nutrient and oxygen, a behaviour 
which is comparable with cells in the stationary growth phase (18, 256, 274). The 
oxygen depletion within Sulfolobus biofilm within the native habitat might not influence 
the growth. Therefore it can be assumed that the limited nutrient supply is responsible 
for the stationary growth character. However, in contrast to bacteria, Sulfolobus ssp. 
biofilm exhibit more living cells, at least after three days, which leads to the assumption 
that Sulfolobus ssp. is well adapted to biofilm and developed mechanisms which 
support this life style.  
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6 Outlook  
 
It is obvious that the knowledge in the field of archaeal biofilm is far behind the bacteria 
and eukarya. Therefore, several open questions remained unanswered and the results 
of the present work display the first detailed study of biofilm formation in archaea.  
For a profound understanding of archaeal biofilm formation or to be precise 
Sulfolobus spp. biofilm the establishment of a hydrodynamic system is important. It is 
to be expected that the architecture would reveal stronger differences then statically 
grown biofilms. Furthermore the analysis of mutants which showed just slight 
phenotypes grown as static culture probably will show more pronounced phenotypes in 
a hydrodynamic system. An important advantage for the future will be the expression of 
GFP in the biofilm grown cells. Currently ongoing optimization of the expression of GFP 
will be useful to better understand the biofilm formation as well as studies on fusion 
proteins.  
With respect to the analysis of mutants it is still an open question why the MW001 
shows difference to the S. acidocaldarius wild type. Although, some experiments were 
performed to figure out if the deletion of pyrE is responsible, however the 
complementation did not lead to a change in phenotype. Available data from deep 
sequencing analysis indicates the high abundance of anti-sense RNAs in the 
S. acidocaldarius genome which might be involved in so far unknown regulatory 
processes and therefore secondary mutations might have caused differential regulation 
of genes in biofilm formation in MW001 in contrast to the S. acidocaldarius wild type. 
Actually, the current state of research is not sufficient to shed light on this phenotypic 
difference in MW001.  
We used MW001 in this study and interestingly found that the deletion of surface 
appendages resulted in strong phenotypes. The influence of the appendages for 
attachment as well as biofilm is evident and needs to be further analyzed to understand 
the role flagella, Ups pili and Aap pili play during the establishment and maturation of 
the biofilm. It is important to figure out whether the cell charge or the hydrophobicity 
change in mutants compared to the wild type are the reason for the phenotypic 
differences and also how a possible cross talk between the appendages is regulated. It 
is possible that the expression levels of AapF act as negative regulator for the 
transcription of the flagella. In this respect the role of the Lrs14 regulators is crucial and 
is currently carried out in our laboratory, It is important to find out whether the Lrs14-
like regulators are responsible or involved in the biofilm formation. It is necessary to 
uncover the binding sites for these transcription factors to better understand their 
precise role in regulation during the transition from plancktonic to biofilm cells. Ongoing 
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research of a transcriptional analysis over different time points (1, 3, 4, 6 and 8 days) 
for S solfataricus P2 and S solfataricus PBL2025 biofilms showed that the 
transcriptional regulator and homologues of Lrs14-like proteins are differentially 
expressed at distinct time points. Therefore, it is important to reveal the genes which 
might be regulated by these regulator(s).  
Next to intracellular regulation, also extracellular regulation is an important aspect for 
biofilm formation and demonstrated in bacteria. The first indication that this might be 
true for Sulfolobus spp was the common down-regulation of FabG, which might be 
involved in the production of secreted auto-inducers involved in quorum sensing as 
known from bacteria. The first results leading to the assumption that such signals are 
present came from experiments in which the growth of biofilm was strongly inhibited by 
the addition of supernatant of 6 days old biofilm (Orell et al., unpublished). The 
identification of small molecules and the possible involvement of FabG in biofilm 
formation are just in the beginning and need several additional experiments before a 
conclusion can be drawn.  
However, the research of archaeal biofilm is just at a premature state and further 
research is necessary to understand biofilm formation and its molecules in details.  
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7 Summary  
 
In this study, the first analysis of crenarchaeal biofilm was performed. Furthermore, this 
work represents the first in-depth investigation of archaeal biofilm at all. Methods for 
the analysis of hyperthermophilic biofilm were developed, for instance, microtiter assay, 
CLSM, and detection of biofilm by fluorescent probes. Furthermore, it was shown that 
the three related strains S. solfataricus, S. acidocaldarius and S. tokodaii exhibit a high 
number of differences related to the architecture (carpet-like ranging to tower-like 
structures), protein and expression pattern, and the requirement of surface 
appendages.  
It was revealed that the matrix of biofilm contains a high amount of sugars (mannose, 
glucose, N-acetyl-D-glucosamine and galactosyl residues), while it is still unclear if 
these sugars are present in the exopolysaccharides, glycosylated proteins or both. 
Furthermore, the matrix included low levels eDNA which are not important for the 
stability and structure of the biofilm. Remarkable was the fact that the strains showed 
different reactions when they were exposed to stressful conditions (temperature, pH, 
and iron).  
Commonly required genes/proteins in all three Sulfolobus ssp. included Lrs14-like 
transcriptional regulators and FabG, which could be involved in a novel-archaea 
quorum sensing system. Another interesting aspect considered the impact of surface 
appendages to attachment and biofilm formation. S. solfataricus requires the flagella 
and the Ups-pili for surface attachment, but they seemed to be less important for 
biofilm formation. In contrast, S. acidocaldarius exhibited differences in surface 
attachment dependent on the presence of surface structures, while at least two 
appendages needed to be deleted before a significant reduction of attachment could be 
observed. The exception was the mutant which exhibited just the Aap-pili and had a 
higher affinity to the surface (150% increased). Additionally, the architecture of the 
biofilm changed in dependency on the appendages as well (three distinct phenotypes 
were observed).  
Furthermore, it was also possible to adapt a GFP usable for the study of biofilm 
formation in S. acidocaldarius. Finally, in vivo analyses of the expression of Ssα-man 
discovered the involvement in the sugar modification of the EPS in S. solfataricus. The 
result of this study indicated the possibility that glycan trimming might be existent in 
Sulfolobus spp. 
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8 Zusammenfassung  
 
In dieser Studie wurden Biofilmanalysen an Crenarchaeota durchgeführt, welche die 
ersten tiefergehenden Untersuchungen an archaealen Biofilm überhaupt sind. Es 
wurden Methoden für die Analyse von Biofilm entwickelt, wie zum Beispiel der 
Mikrotiter Assay, CLSM und das Färben zur Detektion von Biofilm. Die verwandten 
Stämme S. solfataricus, S. acidocaldarius und S. tokodaii zeigten erhebliche 
Unterschiede in ihrer Biofilmarchitektur (von teppich- bis zu turmartigen Strukturen), im 
Protein- und Transkriptionsmuster, als auch im Bedarf von Zellanhängen für die 
Biofilmentwicklung.  
In der Biofilmmatrix konnten hohe Anteile an Zuckern (Mannose-, Glucose-, N-acetyl-
D-glucosamin- und Galactosylreste) detektiert werden, wobei derzeit noch unklar ist, 
ob diese Zucker auf Exopolysaccharide, glykosylierte Proteine oder beides 
zurückzuführen sind. Zusätzlich wurden in der Biofilmmatrix geringe Mengen an eDNA 
nachgewiesen, die allerdings nicht für die Stabilität und Struktur des Biofilms benötigt 
werden. Auffällig war, dass alle Stämme unterschiedliche Reaktionen im Biofilm unter 
Stressbedingungen zeigten (Temperatur, pH und Eisen).  
Gene, die möglicherweise in Archaea generell eine Rolle in der Biofilmbildung spielen 
sind der Transkriptionsregulator Lrs14 und FabG, welches möglicherweise an einem 
neuartigen „quorum sensing system“ von Archaeen beteiligt ist. Weitere interessante 
Beobachtungen wurden bei der Analyse von Mutanten und dem Einfluss von 
Oberflächenstrukturen auf Biofilm Formation und Anheftung gemacht. Während 
S. solfataricus sowohl die Flagelle als auch den Ups-Pilus für die Anheftung an 
Oberflächen benötigt, sind diese für die weitere Biofilmformation weniger essentiell. Ein 
anderes Ergebnis wurde bei S. acidocaldarius erzielt, wo die Deletion von mindestens 
zwei Anhängen zu einer reduzierten Anheftung führte. Eine Ausnahme war hier das 
Anheften das bei Mutanten beobachtet wurde, die nur noch den Aap-Pilus besaßen 
(Steigerung um 150%). Die einzelnen Deletion von Oberflächenstrukturen hatte zudem 
auch Einfluss auf die Biofilmarchitekturen (drei verschiedene Phänotypen).  
Ein GFP wurde adaptiert und bietet nun die Möglichkeit für Biofilm Analysen von 
S. acidocaldarius. Abschließend hat eine in vivo Analyse der Ssα-man einen Einfluss 
auf die Zuckerzusammensetzung des EPS in S. solfataricus ergeben. Wobei aufgrund 
der erzielten Ergebnisse, nicht auszuschließen ist, dass dieses Protein in 
Sulfolobus spp. an einer möglichen Prozessierung des Glycan beteiligt ist.  
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